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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to summarize the development work of

the Computer Technology Program (or REACT - Relevant Educational Applica-

tions of Computer Technology) during the period of July 1, 1971 to August 31,

1972, under USOE Grant OEG-0-71-4655. This phase included writing

and developmental testing of a course in computer careers for high school

pupils. This phase took the course through two testing and revision cycles

and brought them to the interim product state ready for field testing.

The report is organized as follows:

Background of Computer Technology Program (REACT)

Description of products from this project

Testing program

Goals

Procedures

Results

Actions and recommendations

The report also contains in Appendix A a sample of the prototype manuals

produced.
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BACKGROUND OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM (REACT)

Since 1969, Program REACT of the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory has been developing course materials for a wide variety of target

audiences in the field of computers in education.

Earlier work is described in the REACT/CUES (Computer Utility for

Educational Systems) Technical Reports of January 31, 1970 and January 31,

1972. This work focused primarily on developing and testing three computer

courses for teachers and school administrators. Work was also done in

development of student curriculum materials for the various academic

disciplines.

Long-range program plans call for further work in teacher training,

administrator training, pupil curriculum materials and career education in

the computer field. In 1971-72, work was concentrated on a project in the

latter - career education in computers. The development and testing of

these materials is the subject of this report.
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DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS FROM THIS PROJECT

The printed products of the ;.project to computer careers make up a

complete course titled The Elements of Computer Careers. It includes

these manuals:

USER'S GUIDE

This is the guide for teachers, administrators or course

managers to help them use the materials effectively. It

includes a description of the materials, discussion of the

hardware necessary and alternative ways to obtain it,

teacher training needs, helps in organizing the course,

a case study of the field test course, lists of resources,

and more.

THE ELEMENTS OF DATA PREPARATION

THE ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER OPERATION

THE ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

THE ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

THE ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

THE ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER CENTER MANAGEMENT

These manuals are the heart of the training system. Each covers

a job area in a computer center. Each manual is divided basically

into three sections. The first part presents the nature of the job

itself. In this section, the student learns about salaries, working

conditions, education and training requirements, career paths, and

3



other general descriptions of the job field itself. In section two,

the pupil is presented some of the skills and concepts associated

with the particular job. These are not at a high level of sophis-

tication, but enough to give the student a feel for the job and to

solve some problems. The final section presents a series of

problems or exercises in the particular field. A large majority

of these can be solved even though a computer is not available.

COMPUTER CAREERS IN PERSPECTIVE

This booklet is a general description of the types of career oppor-

tunities available in the computer field. It covers the fields of

business and industry, scientific research, and education. Appli-

cations in these areas are described with specific examples of

projects which a student might work on if he were to be employed

in that area.
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TESTING PROGRAM

Goals

The goals of the testing and research on this project were these:

obtain performance and opinion data to support revision of

the training manuals

measure the effect of this type of program on a typical

high school

document the problems and procedures of implementing this

type of program in a typical high school

Procedures

Test Site

The test site selected for this developmental testing phase of the

program was Centennial High School in Gresham, Oregon. The

school is located in a middle-class, white suburb and enrolls approxi-

mately 2,000 pupils. The school had an existing computer program,

utilizing a regional computing center via the medium of a teletype-

writer terminal for problem-solving and programming experience.

The school had one teacher with a good computer background and

several others with a very slight computer background. These

factors indicate that the school, and therefore the test pupils,

probably approximate closely the ultimate target population.
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Testing Technique

The training manuals were tested three times by three distinct

classes. Necessary revisions were made on the basis of the data

obtained in each testing phase. Post-test scores were analyzed by

item to pinpoint specific weak spots in the textual material.

Questionnaires were administered to extract more general reactions

from the students about the manuals. All testing was done in small

groups (1 to 4) under direct observation of a staff member. In this

way, problems (ru.:h as blockages, confusing passages or instructions,

and other irreguarities) could be documented as they arose. The

tests given were mostly multiple-choice, with some completion

items included. There was one test for each manual; the average

niunber of items was 22, with a range of 17 to 31. A sample of

the tests is shown in Appendix B.

Data

Data collected were:

pre-test score

post-test score

answers to opinion questionnaire completed by pupils:

questions related to:

- general reactions

- appropriateness of content

- appropriateness of problems

- appropriateness of level of difficulty

- pupil descriptive data
6



Analysis of Data

Test scores were analyzed in this way:

Differences in scores were computed between pre and post

tests (by individual and by group) to show measures of

growth. These were interpreted within the context of

the recognized limitations of this technique, particularly

with small N-counts.

Item analyses of the post-test scores were made to isolate

areas needing attention. When the mean performance tor

a group dropped below 80% for a particular item, special

attention was given to the item itself or to the content which

supported it. The 80% figure is an arbitrary one chosen as

a "red flag" in the revision process and does not suggest

that this is either a minimum or a satisfactory performance

for all students.

Opinions

Opinion questionnaires were analyzed in this way:

Responses were sumnr, ized and categorized as much as

possible.

The information extracted from the questionnaires was used

in the revision process, bearing in mind the relative maturity

and sophistication of the test subjects.
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Effect on School

Measures of the effect of the program on the school were:

Number of teachers using the computer in some way in

their teaching. These were teachers who took some

instruction in curriculum applications, then worked with

students in designing computer curriculum applications

for theft own classrooms.

Number of pupils who were reached by computer-related

activities, both directly and indirectly through the appli-

cations referred to above.
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RESULTS

The first major goal, to obtain revision data, was realized. An example

of the item analysis data collected is shown in Figure 1 on page 11, this being

from the summer school sessions. Data from all manuals is available from

the Laboratory but is not included in this report. Every manual was revised

during the year -- some minimally (typographical errors, occasional words

or sentences that were unclear, etc.) and some extensively (up to 20-30% --

in some cases, major seckions being discarded and replaced). Some of the

testing followed much of the major revisions, but further field testing is

indicated. The evaluation plan for the field testing is in Appendix C.

The results of the questionnaires were generally positive, but were

interpreted in view of the maturity level of the respondents. This type of

evaluation, while general, did focus the attention of the developers to some

problems or exercises that were too difficult, what was liked and disliked

in terms of format, style, and so on.

The effect on the school was measured more informally. Definite

impact, however, is represented by these figures. Nearly fifty students

were directly involved in the program -- fifteen from an advanced computer

course, twenty-five from an introductory course, and eight in a summer

session. Nine teachers were directly involved -- that is, worked through

the teacher training material provided them -- then worked directly with

pupils in defining curriculum applications for their own subject areas. These

teachers represented the following subject areas:

9



Mathematics 2 English 1

Science 3 Business 1

Social Studies 1 Industrial Arts 1

Approximate projections based on the class assignments of the teachers

involved suggest that 300-500 pupils may have been indirectly affected by the

project.

The third goal, that of documenting the project, is dealt with else-

where in this document. Basically, the information gained in this area is

contained in the User's Guide.

10 12
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UNIT I V

QUESTION
NO. PRT

ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

PRE -TEST POST -TEST
N= 7 N= 7

CORRECT CORRECT GAIN

1 0 0.0 2 28.6 28.6
P. 1 14.3 6 85.7 71.4
3 A 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
3 B 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
3 C 5 71.4 7 100.0 28.6
4 3 42.9 5 71.4 28.5
5 2 28.6 6 85.7 57.1
6 A 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
6 B 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
6 C 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
7 1 14.3 5 71.4 57.1
8 2 28.6 5 71.4 42.8
9 1 14.3 7 100.0 85.7

10 1 14.3 3 42.9 28.6
11 3 42.9 6 85.7 42.8
12 2 28.6 4 57.1 28.5
13 4 57.1 5 71.4 14.3
14 2 28.6 5 71.4 42.8
15 0 0.0 5 71.4 71.4
16 A 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
16 B 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
16 C 5 71.4 6 85.7 14.3
17 0 0.0 5 71.4 71.4
18 2 28.6 4 57.1 28.5
19 0 0.0 4 57.1 57.1
20 2 28.6 5 71.4 42.8
21 A 5 71.4 7 100.0 28.6
21 B 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
21 C 5 71.4 6 85.7 14.3
22 1 14.3 4 57.1 42.8
25 1 0 0.0 3 42.9 42.9
25 2 0 0.0 4 57.1 57.1
2 5 3 0 0 .0 3 42.9 42.9
25 4 0 0.0 3 42.9 42.9
25 5 1 14.3 6 85.7 71.4

32.65 74.68 42.03

PRE -TEST POST -TEST
N = 35 N = 35

STUDENT CORRECT X CORRECT R GAIN.

1 16 45.7 19 54.3 8.6
2 20 57.1 32 91.4 34.3
3 11 31.4 29 82.9 51.5
4 0 0.0 18 51.4 51.4
5 17 48.6 32 91.4 42.8
6 7 20.0 30 85.7 65.7
7 9 25.7 23 65.7 40.0

32.64 74.69 42.04

Figure 1 13
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ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Actions taken as a result of the testing program were:

All manuals were revised on the basis of cues from the test item

analysis, opinion questionnaires, and observations of the pupils

at work.

The User's Guide was written to help implement the course most

effectively and efficiently, given the circumstances which exist in

a given school. Suggestions are made for using the materials in

different ways, depending on time and hardware availability.

Further field testing is currently being planned which will test the

course under more natural conditions, i.e., without the presence of develop-

ment staff.

The User's Guide was the last manual to be written and includes,

along with descriptions of the course, recommendations for how to use the

materials. The next paragraphs are summaries from that manual.

REACT Career Training is an integrated system of student training

manuals, computer hardware, and teacher training. Ideally, all three com-

ponents will be implemented. It is possible, however, to use the student

manuals without hardware or teacher training.

The manuals are designed so that optimum use is with a student

computer center available for laboratory work. Students have the opportunity

to "try out" each of the roles in a real setting as they progress through the

manuals.

12
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In order to provide students with experiences that are as close as

possible to reality, the teachers or administrators in the school can act as

"users," served by the student computer center. Students then act as data

preparers, computer operators, programmers, analysts, systems programmers,

and managers in order to develop the applications asked for by these "clients"

(teachers/administrators).

Alternatives for Using the. System

The manuals have been designed for flexibility in use. Ideally, pupils

should progress through the manuals in the sequence shown. A teacher may

elect, however, to use specific manuals out of order or in isolation. Several

ways of using the materials are presented here as guides for the teacher in

designing his or her own program.

Mode One - Individual Instruction

A teacher may select individual pupils to study one or more manuals

on an independent basis. In this mode, students may branch out of

the sequence at any point to pursue a particular occupational area

(for example, computer programming) in some depth.

Mode Two - One Semester Career Orientation

If there is no computer center available on which the students can

extend their knowledge gained from the books by "hands-on" practice,

the manuals will still be valuable. In this mode, the total instruction

time lends itself to a one semester course. By the end of the semester,

students should have achieved a basic orientation to the computer-

13
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related career clusters they have studied. They should know if they

have enough interest in any of these occupational areas to warrant

further training.

Mode Three - Full Year Orientation

In its optimal usage, the course will last a full year and will utilize

the study of the manuals, interaction with teacher/administrator "clients"

on extensive projects, and student operation of a small computer center.

These activities should be sprinkled liberally with books, films, guest

speakers, field trips and other supplementary resources. The last

section of this manual contains suggestions for these. The course

may be a full course totally devoted to career orientation, or the

materials could become the focus for an already existing Introduction

to Computers course. Used in this way, it would cover many of the

concepts probably previously included in the course, but would shift

the emphasis to career orientation.

Usin the Manuals

The manuals are written to be self-instructional. Experience with

similar courses previously developed, however, indicates that while there

will be no "teacher" in the traditional lecture-recitation sense, a teacher or

course manager is necessary to supervise, control the flow of materials,

evaluate progress, and generally do trouble-shooting if the materials are

being used by a class-size group.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the key people on the production end of data processing is
the computer operator. He is the individual responsible fcr over-
seeing the operation and the final output of the computer system.

In Part I of this manual, you will learn what a computer operator
does, what the requitements of the job are, and how the position
fits with the other jobs in the typical computer center organization.
You will also learn about the career paths open to computer operators.

In the second part, you will learn about the general flow of computer
processing and about the equipment which makes up a computer system.
Part III describes the various aspects of computer software (that is,
programs) which make the computer work. Also in this section, you
will see how computers run in different modes to produce different
kinds of output and how data looks inside the computer.

At several points in Parts I, H, and III, study questions are given
under the heading "Check Your Understanding." At the end of each
set of questions, a note tells you where to find the answer key to
the questions. You should answer the questions in each set, then
check and correct your answers using the key.

Part IV of this manual first takes you step-by-step through a typical
day of computer operation. Some guidelines on dealing with problems
in the runs and on handling the data media are then given. And,
finally, an exercise in computer operation is presented in which you
are expected to take the part of the operator and to perform typical
tasks like filling out logs, making decisions, and interpreting" information.

Once you have completed this manual, you should have a clear under-
standing of what a computer operator does and what importance his
job has. At that point, you should have enough information to decide
whether or not you are interested enough in this kind of work to study
more about it.
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PART I THE WORLD OF THE
COMPUTER OPERATOR

THE JOB

In the computer center, the person who works most directly with the
computer and its related equipment is the computer operator. In
fact, he is responsible for the efficient use of the computer itself
and of the additional devices which feed information into and out of the
computer. No computer center can function very efficiently without a
competent and skillful computer operator.

When the computer center's programmer has finished writing the pro-
gram for a specific task (or "job," as it is called) and has gathered
together all the data to be used with the program, he is nearly ready
to put the "running of the job" into the computer operator's hands.
But before he does, he must have the program (which tells the com-
puter what to do) and the data (the information the computer is to do
something to) put into a form which can be fed into the computer.

Usually the programmer has his program and data put into the form
of punched cards or punched paper tape by a data preparation clerk.
He then takes his decks of punched cards or paper tapes to the com-
puter operator along with an "instruction sheet" W ring any special in-
structions involved in "running" the program. Here the computer
operator's work starts.

The computer operator first schedules the running of the job on the
basis of the job's importance and the availability of his computer's
time. Then, at the scheduled time, he sets up his computer equip-
ment to run the job as directed by the instruction sheet. This includes
picking out and mounting appropriate printout paper on the computer
printer and loading the input (cards, paper tapes, etc.) onto the appro-
priate input devices (card reader, paper tape reader, etc.) When all
the card or tape input for a job is attached to the instruction sheet by
the programmer, the computer operator has it automatically at hand
when he is ready to run the job. In many cases, however, some of
the programs and data needed for a job are stored on cards or tapes
kept in the computer room. In these cases, the operator must gather
the required input from shelves or files and then load them for use
at the appropriate time.

2.6
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When the computer operator is ready to put data in the form of punched
cards into the reader, he loads the deck of cards into the input hopper
at the top of the reader. The cards are automatically passed into a
"wait" section in the reader and from here, they are moved one at a
time through the "read" station.

You already know, generally, what happens in the card reader's "read"
station: the punched-hole code is "read." But, more precisely, there
are twelve photocells in the station which "read" one column on a card
at a time and register the code punches. The data from each card
is picked up this way and transferred electronically into the computer,
in fact, where it can be located ("accessed") for processing by the
computer the moment it is needed.

After each card is read, it is moved automatically into the card stacker
on top of the card reader unit. When the cards have all gone through
the reader, then, they end up stacked in order in the card stacker.

The convenience of the card readers' input hopper and card stacker
allow the computer operator to load and retrieve the decks of punched
cards easily.

Paper Tape Reader

A second common input device is a paper tape reader, which is de-
signed to "read" data programs from the medium of paper tape. On
a roll, blank paper tape look like this:

co a)
0o _c

E 0
O

:2
O

ACTUAL SIZE
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Fig. 8 Blank roll of paper tape.
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Once his equipment is correctly set up for the job, the operator loads
the program into the computer, so that the computer is prepared to do
all the proper things to the data that is to be processed. Now, the
operator starts the computer "run" and monitors the computer's opera-
tions from the control panel and the console typewriter. As you can
guess, the console typewriter allows the computer operator to type in
directions to the computer as required by the instruction sheet, such
as telling it initially to start the run. The console typewriter is also
used to type in information which the program requests, such as the
current date. The control panel is equipped with buttons, switches
and lights which inform the operator what the computer is doing and
which allow him to regulate its operation.

When the control panel lights show that the machine has stopped for
some reason, the operator has to determine if there is a problem and
if so, he must correct it or call in a maintenance engineer. He also
monitors the control panel, the console typewriter, and the output
(data printed out by the computer) for any evidence that the run is not
proceeding correctly, and he stops the job if necessary.

Whenever a run cannot be finished because of a problem in the program
or data, the operator returns the cards or tape to the programmer
along with the instruction sheet and a brief but precise report of all
indications he observed of where the problem may lie.

Wi :en a job has been successfully run, on the other hand, the operator
removes the cards or tapes used for the job and stores them in the
proper place in the computer room. He then returns the instruction
sheet and all output to the programmer. If the programmer has re-
quested that cards or tapes also be returned to him, they are returned
with the instruction sheet and output.

As you can probably imagine, computer rooms are usually very busy

places and time is valuable. For this reason it is important for the
computer operator not only to schedule the work carefully, but to keep
an accurate log of the time used for each job. He is also responsible
for writing periodic reports on the use of the computer he is in charge
of.

In large computer centers, the computer operator usually has some
help in keeping the computer room running smoothly and efficiently.
Most often he will have one or more tape librarians to help with the
location and handling of the magnetic tapes. He may also have assist-
ants trained to operate some of the other equipment, including the in-
put devices which feed information into the computer and the output
devices, through which information comes out of the computer. These
input and output devices include such equipment as card readers, high
speed printers, and separate card handling equipment such as sorters

4
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Like punched cards, data is recorded on paper tape by means of holes
punched in coded sequence. As shown in the figure above, the inch-
wide tape has room for eight rows of holes five running parallel
to the drive sprocket holes on one side and three running parallel on
the other side, The most commonly used paper tape code, ASCII, uses
the first seven of these rows.

The illustration below shows a paper tape with the statement "THIS
IS A SAMPLE TAPE" punched in ASCII code. Each column of punched
holes represents one letter, number, or symbol. Although the eighth
(or bottom) row of holes has been punched, the punches in that row
are not a part of the code.*

TH IS I S A SAMPLE TAPE

Fig. 9 Tape punched in ASCII code.

drive
sprocket
holes

When the computer operator is ready to load data from the medium
of paper tape into the computer, he mounts the roll of punched paper
tape on a paper tape reader such as the one pictured on the next page.

*To learn more about ASCII code on paper tape, see pages 37 to 40
of the manual, THE ELEMENTS OF DATA PREPARATION.
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and collators. In most small centers, however, the computer opera-
tor runs the computer and all the peripheral equipment himself, and
he does all the handling and filing of tapes, disks and cards stored
in the computer room.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE JOB

Skills

Becoming a competent computer operator requires the development of
several special skills as well as some more general ones.

Among the special skills he needs, the most important are
those involved in setting up the computer equipment to run any given
job and in operating the computer from the control panel and console
typewriter. Both of these tasks require a basic knowledge of the
various pieces of computer equipment and how they work together.
Of course, the better the computer operator understands the equipment
and the way each piece works with the others, the more efficiently he
can run the computer system and the more quickly he can locate any
trouble that might occur.

In addition to operating equipment in the computer system, it is help-
ful if the computer operator knows how to run the various machines
which prepare and handle punched cards, including key punch machines,
card sorters, card interpreters and verifiers, and card collators.
He must also be proficient in the general handling and efficient
storing of card decks, tape reels, magnetic disk packs, and other in-
put/output media commonly kept in the computer room.

Good skills in basic arithmetic are important to the computer operator.
Since computer printouts commonly involve numbers and result:, of
simple arithmetic operations, the operator often checks the printout
during the run for evidence of any errors or problems in the run. It
is easy to see that the computer operator who can catch arithmetic
errors at a glance can save a considerable amount of valuable time,
both for himself and the computer.

Another skill of considerable importance to the computer operator is
that of communicating effectively both in speech and in writing. He
uses both forms of communication continually in his work, since he
has to understand directions from and write explanations to program-
mers about specific computer runs, communicate with the computer

5



Fig. 10 A typical paper tape reader

As you can see from the illustration, the paper tape is threaded
through the "read" station and wound onto a take-up reel. The
"read" station is equipped with a series of sensors which read the
coded holes on the tape, one column at a time. The data is then
electronically transferred to the computer for use.

Most paper tape readers look something like the one pictured above,
with the exception of the reader attached to the freestanding teletype-
writer discussed on page 32. Each tape reader unit has a manual
accompanying it which gives the computer operator explicit directions
on how to mount, thread, run and rewind tape on the given device.
In every case, the mechanics are relatively simple and straight-
forward. The computer operator needs only to follow the special
directions in the manual and to be careful not to tear or perforate
the tape being mounted and threaded.
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through the console typewriter, and write periodic reports about the
computer's use.

Education

The minimum education expected for the computer operator's position
is a high school diploma. The candidate for the position should have
obtained a useful general education and a good background in mathe-
matics as well as in language arts. Most computer operators find
that the high school courses which helped them the most were mathe-
matics and English courses. Logic and psychology provide additional
useful background.

Further, more specialized training for the job is desirable and can
be a real boon to the high school graduate interested in a computer
operator's career. Such training is readily available through special
data processing schools and through classes offered by computer manu-
facturers. Computers centers may also make on-the-job training
available.

Like others in the data processing profession, the computer operator's
education doesn't stop when he gets the job. Continual changes in the
data processing field in general and in computer equipment in particu-
lar make further training through on-the-job and off-hour courses neces-
sary from time to time.

Personal Characteristics

Since the operation of machines is the "heart" of the computer
operator's work, he clearly needs enough natural mechanical ability
to feel comrtable learning about keyboards, control panels and the
like. In addition, a computer operator must be able to use his hands
easily because handling cards and tapes and operating keyboards and
control panels are constant activities. Further, since the computer
operator often has to lift and carry card decks, rolls of printout paper,
disk packs and other bulk items, he or she needs to be generally physi-
cally fit.

The setting up and monitoring of the computer system requires con-
stant attention to details. For this reason, the computer operator
needs to be naturally alert, and should enjoy doing detailed and accu-
rate work.
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Magnetic Tape Drive

Another input device common to computer systems is the magnetic
tape drive, which reads input data from magnetic tape and transfers
it to the computer. You may already have guessed that the magnetic
tape used in connection with computers must work something like
regular magnetic recording tape. That is true. In addition, the
magnetic tape drive unit works very much like a regular tape recorder.
In fact, just like the average tape recorder, the magnetic tape drive
can both "record" (or "write") data onto magnetic tape and "read" data
from the tape.

The magnetic tape itself is always stored and handled on reels, like
those pictured in Fig. 11 below. Data is carried on the magnetic
tape in code in the form of magnetized spots rather than in the form
of holes as in cards or paper tape.

How do the magnetic spots get "written" onto the tape? For the
answer, remember what we said above about the magnetic tape units
being able both to record onto and to read from tapes, and then look more
closely at the illustration of the magnetic tape unit in Fig. 11.

magnetic tape

read-write head

Fig. 11 Magnetic tape unit.
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The computer room is a busy, sometimes hectic, place to work; there
are usually hour-to-hour (sometimes minute-to-minute) changes in com-
puter use, and work is frequently done under the pressure of deadlines.
Sudden "rush" jobs may add to the bustle. Consequently, the computer
operator must be adaptable and able to keep a cool head, even under
pressure.

Finally, the computer operator should be able to get along well
with people; he often has to work with programmers and systems
analysts in scheduling and running their jobs, and with assistants in
the computer room.

WORKING CONDITIONS

The computer room is the site of most of the computer operator's
work, and it is usually clean, well-lighted and air-conditioned room
with moderate noise level from the equipment. Smoking is generally
not permitted in the computer room. The computer operator normally
observes the routine eight-hour day with morning and afternoon coffee
breaks and lunch hour breaks. However, it is not uncommon for
special "rush" jobs or temporary computer breakdowns to make the
operator's work schedule irregular.

Although the computer operator does a certain amount of work at his
own desk, such as writing summary reports and filling out logs and
schedules, he spends most of his working hours standing and moving
about the computer in the process of setting up the equipment and
monitoring its operation. In the midst of runs, he has short periods
of inactivity, but these nevertheless require constant alertness because
he must continually watch the equipment to be sure it is running pro-
perly.

The operator generally functions as the overseer of the computer equip-
ment, assisting the programmers in testing their programs and mak-
ing final runs of jobs on the computer. He usually reports
directly to the operation supervisor who, in turn, is responsible to
the manager of the computer center. In larger centers where several
computer operators may be employed, there is often a "lead operator"
who guides the other operators in their work.



The magnetic code is written onto the tape by the read-write head
located at the center of the unit. It is called a "read-write" head
because it does both the "rriting" onto tape and the "reading" from
tape for input into the computer. Inside the head there are usually
two magnetic coils which can either sense the presence of magnetized
spots (that is, "read" them), or magnetize spots on the tape's surface
(that is, "write" them).

You will remember that the special machines used to punch the code
holes in paper tape or cards were run from keyboards something like
a typewriter's. There is also a keyboard-type of machine designed
to record the magnetic spots on tape. It is a newly developed piece
of equipment and, where it is installed, it is used to transcribe raw
data directly onto magnetic tapes.

As yet, however, it is far more common for computer systems to
use the magnetic tape drive read-write head to record data onto the
medium of magnetic tape. In this case, there is no manual keyboard
available. The read-write head is run electronically from the computer
itself. So, if a program or some data needs to be put onto the mag-
netic tape, it is first put into the computer from punched cards, paper
tape or any other medium, and the computer is simply instructed to
output the same material on magnetic tape through the tape drive's
read-write head.

It is true that magnetic tape on reels is easier to handle (and less
susceptible to damage) than punched cards or perforated paper tape.
In addition, a great deal more information can be stored in spot code
on an inch of magnetic tape than can be stored in punched-hole code on
on an inch of paper tape. So, whenever there are programs or sets
of data which a computer center uses fairly often and/or needs to
preserve, the material is often kept on magnetic tape. You can see
then that the recent development of the keyboard-type magnetic tape
writer can save time by allowing the user to skip the step of putting
programs or data onto cards or paper tape, and to record the material
directly onto magnetic tape. However, the tape units' read-write
head will continue to be useful as a recording instrument. The reason
is that often the results of computer runs need to be kept for future
use; using the read-write head, the computer can output its results
directly onto magnetic tape, which is more durable and easier to
handle than paper media.

Now that you know tilt:: essentials of recording onto the medium of
magnetic tape, let's return to our main topic, that of input devices,
and look at the magnetic tape drive in this light.
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COMPUTER OPERATION AS A CAREER

As more and more organizations are installing computers or using
computer services, the demand for computer operators is generally
increasing. This is particularly true in the metropolitan areas where
the largest businesses and industries are located and where the turn-
over in operating personnel is relatively high.

In the larger cities, candidates for a computer operator's job may
apply to any number of different kinds of organizations for possible
employment: colleges and universities, data processing firms, large
corporations or businesses, banks, insurance companies, city, county,
and state governmental offices, the offices of major utilities, and so
forth. Applicants may also want to consider taking positions as input/
output clerks and decollators, tape librarians or scheduling clerks, for
which they are usually well qualified.

The current salary range for computer operators is from about $95 to
$200 per week, * depending on the size of the organization and the ex-
perience and capabilities of the operator.

There are several directions a computer operator's career can take.
Many successful computer operators choose to continue working directly
in computer operations, where changes and improvements in equipment
allow them to keep expanding their knowledge and skills. In larger
centers, the operator may move into the position of lead operator and,
if he has supervisory abilities, he may move upward to operations su-
pervisor. Other accomplished computer operators move into program-
ming careers, preparing themselves either through outside programmer
training courses or through on-the-job training.

On the whole, the successful computer operator has good chances
for promotion; his knowledge of computer equipment and how to
operate it effectively provide a good base from which to learn other
specialties in the data processing field.

*U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics, 1971.
7
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Computer centers often have a library of master magnetic tapes --
tapes encoded with often-used programs and data. When a computer
run calls for the input of material from these tapes, the operator
simply locates the tape in the tape library and mounts it on the mag-
netic tape drive. When it needs the material, the computer can then
activate the tape drive's read-write head to "read" the coded spots
and transfer the data electronically into the computer for use. The
computer itself has complete control over activating the tape drive to
input (or "access") material. But, the computer does so only accord-
ing to instructions. These instructions come from the program being
run or from the special instruction cards* for the run which are given
to the operator by the programmer.

Most magnetic tape units look something like the unit pictured in Fig.
12, and are set-up and threaded very much as regular tape recorders
are. Instructions for setting-up individual tape drives are always
available in the manuals accompanying the given unit.

loommuls E:

111161S11

Fig. 12 Typical magnetic tape drive.

*These cards are most often referred to as "job control cards," and
they are commonly used to tell the computer how to prepare for a run.
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iCheck Your Understanding

Put a check () in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. N,Vhich of the following tasks are commonly performed by the
computer operator?

a. Preparing data on punched cards or paper tape.
b. Scheduling jobs on the computer.
c. Writing programs.
d. Running jobs on the computer.
e. Setting up the computer equipment for each job.
f. Monitoring the computer's control panel.

2. Which of the following skills must be developed to become a
competent computer operator?

a. Communication skills.
b. Arithmetic skills.
c. Programming skills.
d. Skills in handling input and output media like cards

and tapes.
e. Skills in repairing machines.
f. All of the above are needed.

3. The minimum education required for a computer operator's job
is which of the following?

a. a college degree
b. a high school deploma
c. a master's degree
d. two years of high school

4 Which of the following are characteristics of a good computer
operator?

a. Dislikes commotion or noise on the job.
b. Is physically fit.
c. Has natural mechanical ability.
d. Is naturally inclined to ignore details.
e. All of the above are characteristics of a good computer

operator.

9
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Sometimes in a computer center you may see a tape drive inputting
data from a magnetic tape, but you may notice that the tape reels
spin for a minute, then stop, and then spin again, sporadically. (In
like manner, you could see cards in a card reader or paper tape on
a paper tape reader appear to run, then stop, then run again.) What
is happening?

Something very simple: In these cases, the computer is running a
program (which has already been loaded into its memory) which calls
for data to be "read in" by the input device one set at a time. So,
the computer program calls on the input device to read in one set of
data, to stop while that data is being processed and then to read in
another set.

When a complete program or batch of data (called a "data file") is
being input all at once by a magnetic tape drive, however, you can
observe one of the things which make magnetic tape and the magnetic
tape drive so useful for inputting data into the computer -- their speed!

There arc two input devices, however, which are even faster than a
magnetic tape drive. They are the magnetic disk drive and magnetic
drum drive.

Magnetic Disk Drive

The magnetic disk drive is used to input data from magnetic disks
which look very much like phonograph records.

24

track 00

Fig. 13 Magnetic disk, showing recording tracks.
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However, if you look careful at the disk illustrated in Fig. 13, you
will notice that the grooves on the disk actually form circles or tracks
rather than spiralling in a continuous line toward the middle, as grooves
on records do. One disk, in fact, can have hundreds of tracks on each
side. Data is recorded on these tracks on code in the form of mag-
netic spots. The coded spots are almost microscopically small, and
even more information can be coded onto one side of a disk than onto
an entire reel of magnetic tape.

To make them even more useful and easy to handle, disks are stored
and worked with in "packs" -- that is, several disks are stacked to-
gether in one pack with a fixed distance of an inch or so between each
disk.

Fig. 14 A disk pack.

Since the surfaces of these disks have a magnetic coating onto which
the coded spots are written, you can understand that care is needed
to protect the surfaces from damage. For this reason, packs are
kept in plastic covers when not in use. An added protection is given
the disks in disk packs by leaving the two exposed disk surfaces (the
top surface of the top disk and the bottom surface of the bottom disk)
blank.
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6. The conditions in which the typical computer operator must work
can he best described by which of the following?

a. A clean, air-conditioned room with moderate noise
control

b. A cluttered and noisy work area.
c. A quiet, private office atmosphere.
d. A quiet, tidy, dimly-lit work area.

6. The current salary range for computer operators is

a. $50 to $150 per week.
h. $95 to $200 per week.
c. $19 to $250 per week.
d. $130 to $275 per week.

7. Which of the following positions are usually open to the competent
computer operator?

a. Computer Center Manager
b. programmer
c. lead computer operator
.d. operations supervisor
e. systems analyst

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page t3.
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How is the magnetic spot code "written" onto magnetic disks? By
read-write heads on the magnetic disk drive unit. These heads are
situated in the drive unit so that there is one read-write head for each
'lisk slirraPe in the regular disk pack.

1,efitrai drive shaft
read-write heads

access arms

magnetic disk pack

Fig. 15 Mounted disk pack with read-write heads in position.

The access arms can be moved in or out so that the heads are at
any chosen track position, and the head for the desired surface can
then he activated to magnetize coded spots (representing data) on the
correct track of that surface.

The read-write heads of the disk drive are run electronically by the
computer. So, to put new programs or data onto magnetic disks,
the material must first be fed into the computer on punched cards,
paper tape, or other input meida. The computer can then be instructed
to output the same material on magnetic disk through the disk drive's
read-write heads.

As is the case with transcription equipment for magnetic tapes, a
manual keyboard-type machine .has been recently developed for record-
ing raw data onto disks. By skipping the step of putting data first onto
another medium, the keyboard machine can save much time; where
new programs or data need to be put onto disks for quick and .easy
use in the future, they can be encoded directly onto a magnetic disk
with this machine. But, once again, it is often the case that results
from the computer also must be stored for frequent use in the future.
In these cases magnetic disks are often chosen as the storage medium,
and it is very convenient to be able to instruct the computer to output

26
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PART II COMPUTER HARDWARE

INTRODUCTION TO PROCESSING AND HARDWARE

As you saw in Part I, the computer operator is a key figure in the
modern setting where computers have taken over so much of the in-
formation (or data) processing. So let's take a minute to get a clear
idea of what "data processing" is before turning our attention to the
machines (or "hardware") involved in it.

From the description in Part I of the computer operator's work, the
three basic elements in data processing are probably clear to you.
They are:

1. A program* is put into the computer and then the data** is
put in.

2. The computer does what it is programmed to do to the data.

3. The results of the computer's work are typed or printed out.

These elements can be diagrammed this way to illustrate the main
steps involved in processing data:

PROGRAM

DATA

COMPUTER
PROCESSING

Fig. 1 The data processing flow.

RESULTS

*A program tells the computer what to do.
**The data is the information the computer is to do something to.

Answers to questions on pages 9 and 10:
1. (b, d, e, f) 2. (a, h, d) 3. (b)
4. (b, c) 5. (a) G. (b) 7. (b, c, d)
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its results directly onto a magnetic disk through the disk drive's
read-write heads.

Large computer centers often have considerable material stored on
magnetic disks, including their most frequently used programs and
data. When a computer run calls for input which is stored on a
disk pack, the computer operator simply removes the correct pack
from the storage room and mounts it on the input device (the disk
drive) very much as a stack of records would be mounted on a re-
cord player.

Fig. 16 A typical disk drive.

When the computer needs the data, it directs the drive unit to move
the access arms on the read-write assembly to the correct track
position and to activate the read-write head for the correct surface
to "read" the coded data into the computer. As in the case of the
magnetic tape drive, the computer alone can access (or locate) data
on disks through the disk drive. The computer does so according
to instructions given it in the program it is running or on the job
control cards for the run.

From the description of accessing data above, you can probably see
the feature of the disk pack which makes it a faster input medium than
magnetic tape. To select out any given data on a magnetic tape, the
entire tape must be run, foot by foot, through the read-write head
until the place of the correct data is reached. To locate the given data
on a magnetic disk, however, the access arms on the read-write as-
sembly need only to be moved to the correct track position, and the
needed head activated.
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To get a more concrete idea of what is actually involved in these steps
consider the simple example of processing some students' names to
get a list of the names in alphabetical order. First, a program telling
the computer how to alphabetize is loaded* into the computer.

How to Alphabetize'

PROGRAM
COMPUTER

PROCESSING
How to Alphabetize'

INPUT COMPUTER

Fig. 2 Loading the program.

Now, put in the students' names and get the alphabetized list:

Starr,

Osborn, Kevin
ck, Bill

Starr, Gill
Osmond, Ray

DATA

INPUT

COMPUTER
PROCESSING

'How to Alphabetize'

Osborn, Kevin
Beck, Bill
Starr, Gill
Osmond? Ray

RESULTS
Beck, Bill
Osborn, Kevin
Osmond, Ray
Starr, Gil

COMPUTER OUTPUT

Fig. 3 Processing the data.

In every case, data processing involves the input of some original
data, its processing by the computer, and the output of new, usable
information. This is true whether student grades are being input to
get an honor roll list or measurements are being input from instru-
ments in a moon capsule to get an analysis of its flight condition.
And, in every case, computer operators oversee the actual processing
of the data.

*As you will learn later, a small set of instructions (called job control
statements) are entered before each program. These job control state-
ments are needed to tell the computdr how to run the program.
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Can you see that the programs and data recorded on the hundreds of
tracks on the ten disk surfaces in the pack can be reached (or
"accessed") immediately with just a shift of the read-write head as-
sembly?

If a large computer center has a tremendous amount of data which it
uses almost constantly, you can see that the computer operator would
be better off if the data is stored in disk packs rather than on magnetic
tapes. Still, disk packs would have to be located, mounted, and dis-
mounted. One input medium even more convenient for the rapid input
of continually used programs or data is the magnetic drum.

Magnetic Drum Drive

A magnetic drum is a metal cylinder coated with magnetic material.
While it may he of almost any size, the typical magnetic drum is
about the size of three disk packs-stacked one on top of the other.
Data is recorded as magnetized spots in circular tracks or bands
around the surface of the drum, as shown below.

bands
read -write heads

Fig. 17 Magnetic drum showing read-write heads.

Data is always recorded onto and read from magnetic disks by the
read-write assembly in the magnetic drum drive unit. This assembly
is actually a series of read-write heads, one for each band on the
drum. The heads are positioned near the surface of the drum to record
or read magnetic spots as the cylinder rotates. Since there is one
read-write head for each band, all the bands on the drum can he
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Now, let's turn to the equipment (called "hardware") the computer
operator uses in this data processing.

To handle the three basic steps in data processing, there are three
basic kinds of computer hardware that make up a data processing
system:

t. input devices,

2. the central processing unit, and

3. output devices.

Our simple diagram of the data processing flow in Fig. 1 above can
be expanded, now, to show just where these pieces of hardware fit.

PROGRAM

DATA

INPUT
DEVICE

COMPUTER
PROCESSING

CENTRAL OUTPUT
PROCESSING DEVICE

UN IT

Fig. 4 The computer hardware.

]RESULTS

Had you been wondering how the programs and data on paper tape or
punched cards got into the computer and how the results got out? It's
a good question. And now you can see something of the answer. There
are various special devices designed to read tapes or cards and to
transfer the information they carry into the central processing unit. In
addition, special devices are used by a computer system to give out
the results of the computer's processing in the form desired, whether
in print, on tapes, or displayed on a screen. We'll consider these
input and output devices in turn and then we'll examine the central
processing unit with its all-important panel and console typewriter.
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scanned simultaneously. Any particular data, therefore, can be located
within one swift revolution of the drum. It is this feature of the drum
that makes it a much faster medium than the disk, and also more
expensive.

From the above description you can see that the magnetic drum would
be a harder medium to carry around, store, mount and dismount than
a disk or magnetic tape. This is true not only because it is often
very large, but because its entire cylindrical surface, which carries
the data, is highly delicate and entirely exposed. For these reasons,
the magnetic drum is ordinary mounted permanently on the drive unit,
where it is protected by a vacuum tight cover. Because the magnetic
drum is left always in position, computer centers need to make cer-
tain that they are installing a drive unit with a drum sufficiently large
to carry all the data they need to have on it.

read-write head:;

magnetic drum

Fig. 18 A magentic drum drive.

Once a magnetic drum is encoded with a center's most constantly used
programs and data, it is ready on the magnetic drum drive for input
at any time. When a particular program or data file on the drum is
needed for a run, the computer directs the read-write heads to scan
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INPUT DEVICES

As you saw in Part I of this manual, programs and other input can
come in various forms for example, on punched cards, magnetic
or paper tape, magnetic disks, and so forth. For each kind of input
medium there is a specialized input device which can "read" the
information on the medium and transfer it to the central processing
unit.

Punched Card Reader

Let's first consider the most commonly used medium, that of punch
cards, and their related input device, the punched card reader. Punched
cards, as the illustration below shows, commonly have eighty columns
of figures

.............10000000

rows,....._--01,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111

divided

columns

into twelve rows.
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Fig. 5 Hollerith punched card.

Data is recorded on such cards in code form by punching holes. Key
punch machines are used to punch the cards; generally speaking, key
punch machines are operated from a keyboard something like a type-
writer's and when a key is pressed, the machine automatically punches
the card with holes that represent the character on that particular key.
Each column on a card can carry the punched-hole code for one number,
letter or symbol. As an example, the holes punched in the card on
the next page are punched in the commonly used Hollerith code and
represent the statement "THIS IS A SAMPLE CARD."*

*To learn more about the key punch machine and Hollerith code, refer
to pages 77 to 84 of the manual THE ELEMENTS OF DATA PREPARATION.
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the tracks for the correct material as the drum rotates at high speed.
Once it is located, the coded material is "read" by the correct read-
write head and is electronically transferred into the computer for use.
The data on a magnetic drum can be accessed for input only by the
computer, according to instructions given it by a program, job control
cards, or the console typewriter.

Mark-Sense Reading Devices

A less common input device is the mark-sense card or sheet reader.
From the illustration below you can see that this kind of input device
has the same basic features as the punched card reader; that is, an
input hopper, read station, and stacker.

Fig. 19 Mark-sense reading device.

The average mark-sense reader can be adjusted to "read" from either
cards or sheets which have data encoded on them by pencilled-in spots
(the mark-sense method). Incidentally, these mark-sense spots usually
follow the traditional Hollerith code sequence used for punching cards.
(See pages 16 and 17 above.)

On the facing page is an example of a typical mark-sense card with
the instruction ":ABORT," which is a command used to stop a computer
run.
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Fig. 6 Card punched in Hollerith code.

The device used to "read" punched cards is called, naturally enough,
a punched card reader. While there are many different models of
punched card readers in common use, most of them resemble the one
illustrated below.

card stacker input hopper

Fig. '7 Example of a card reader.
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Fig. 20 Mark-sense card.

Marked cards or sheets are loaded into the input hopper in preparation
for their use in a run. When the data on the cards or sheets is needed,
the program stored in the computer directs the computer to activate
the read station, and the cards or sheets are run through, one at a
time, and "read," Usually, it "reads" by means of photo cells which
register light reflected from each card; the marks reflect no light
and hence are picked up by the photo cells as blank. * These regis-
tered blanks are then transmitted electronically to the computer for
use. Once read, the card or sheet is deposited into the stacker. In

this way, an entire file of mark-sense cards or sheets can be loaded
into a reader and retrieved in an orderly stack.

As all reading devices, there are numerous different styles and
makes, and each is accompanied by a manual describing how to adjust
and use the particular model.

*Punched cards can also be read by most mark-sense readers; their
punched holes, like pencil marks, do not reflect light and are there-
fore registered as blanks. Punched card readers, however, can read
punched cards much faster and are consequently nearly always used
with the punched card medium. 31
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Console Typewriter

Most computers rely on the several input devices described above for
input of programs and data files for processing. There is one other
input device common in the computer room, however, which is of
considerable importance to the computer operator. It is the console
typewriter. This input device is a part of the computer console from
which the computer operator controls the computer's operation.

The console typewriter is used by the computer operator mainly to
communicate directly with the computer to control its operator. You
will find a complete description of the console typewriter in the section
on the computer console below, pages 58 to 60.

Teletypewriter

One final common input device which the computer operator should know
about is the teletypewriter. It is the one device, however, that is
seldom found in the computer room. The teletypewriter (or HTty,
as it is called) is the device used specifically to input data or programs
into the computer from a remote (or distant) station.

Da Per tape punch

32

Fig. 21 A teletypewriter.
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Teletypewriters (or Tty's) most often make connections with a com-
puter by a conventional telephone line. The telephone number for
the computer is dialed and, when the answering high-pitched sound
is heard, the telephone receiver is placed on the coupler attached to
the Tty. The coupler also emits a high-pitched sound, which
is picked up by the receiver and transmitted to the computer. In
that way, the connection between the two machines is made, and
they can now transmit information to each other in code in the form
of patterns in their respective sounds.

The Tty looks very much like a typewriter, having a similar keyboard
with a platen above it which feeds paper through to be typed on. When
a key is pressed, the letter, number or symbol designated by that
key is typed on the paper. If the Tty is connected to (or "on-line
with") the computer, the letter, number or symbol will be simultan-
eously transmitted directly to the computer. All information transmit-
ted back from the computer to the Tty is translated by the Tty into
the corresponding type characters and is typed out on the Tty paper
for users to read.

As a remote device, the Tty actually functions as three machines in
one. First, not only does it work similarly to the console typewriter
but when "on-line," it can give operating instructions to the computer
very much like the console typewriter does. For example, by typing
appropriate commands on the keyboard, the Tty user can direct the
computer to locate a certain program in storage, to process data
typed in on the keyboard, and to end the run.

Secondly, when equipped with a paper tape reader as in Fig. 21, the
Tty's can be used "on-line" to input data or programs from paper
tape into the computer.

Finally, when equipped with a paper tape punch, the Tty can be used
"off-line" to punch any paper tapes needed, or "on-line" to punch
tapes of data or programs being output by the computer for storage.
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(Check Your Understanding)

Put. a check (IA in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. The data processing flow follows this order:

r: a. from programs to computer processing to input to data.
b. from data and programs to output to computer processing.
c. from programs and data to input to output to computer

processing.
d. from programs and data to input to computer processing, -

to output.

2. Holes in Hollerith code are punched onto punched cards by a

L.J
1-J

Li
LJ

a. teletypewriter controlled by the computer.
b. read/write head on a drive.
c. keypunch operator on a keypunch machine.
d. none of the above.

3. Paper tape is commonly used

-J
r

a. to mend tears in magnetic tape.
h. to input data through a paper tape punch.
c. to input data through a paper tape reader.
d. none of the above.

4. A magnetic tape drive usually has

a
*

multiple access arms.
H h. an electronic punching device.
Li c. a head which reads and writes magnetic spots.

d. a permanent drum mounted on it._1

5. A disk pack is

34

a. read by read/write heads on access arms.
b. mounted on a card reader.
c. a pack of separate tape reels.
d. written on by a drum drive.
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4.

0

6. Data can be accessed most quickly from

Li a. a magnetic drum.
b. punched cards.

Li c. a magnetic tape.
d. any of the above.

7. A teletypewriter is most often used as an input device

a. by the computer operator in the computer room.
b by someone at a remote station.
c. by a keypunch operator to prepare punched cards.
d. by none of the above.

8. The standard drum drive has

0 a. a keyboard for use in encoding data onto disks.
b. one large magnetic read-write head.
c. several sizes of drums mounted on it.

D d. a read-write head for each drum band.

9. The computer operator is responsible for

a. operating all input devices by hand.
b. deciding by himself what medium to use to input data

for each run.
c. loading input devices with the appropriate input media

and overseeing their operation.
d. all of the above.

10. The disk drive's read-write head can be activated to encode
data on disks

CI a. by the computer only.
b. by the drive operator only.
c. by the keypunch operator only.
d. by the computer operator only.

(Check your answers using the key on the bottom of page 36.)
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LABORATORY -- OPERATING INPUT DEVICES

In this laboratory exercise, you will have the chance to operate the
input devices that are used in your computer center. So, you should
begin by arranging with your teacher to go to your center. Then,
follow the sequence of activities below.

36

1. Look over the hardware in your computer system and iden-
tify all the input devices used by the system. Put a check
(j) beside each device listed below that is used in your
system.

punched card reader magnetic tape drive

teletypewriter magnetic disk drive

paper tape reader magnetic drum drive

other (specify):

(Check with your teacher or computer operator to be sure
you have correctly identified all the. devices used.)

2. Obtain the operator's manual for each input device and re-
turn to your class room to study each booklet carefully.
When you think you understand how to operate each device
proceed to number 3 below.

3. Schedule a time with your teacher or computer operator
when you can have his help in setting up the input device(s)
for operation. Also, ask your teacher or operator to provide
you with some sample input to be used to your trial run of
the machines.

4. With your teacher or operator standing by, load the sample
input and start the input device according to the directions
given in the manual. The teacher or operator will be respon-
sible for operating the computer for you once your input
device is ready. As the run proceeds, watch your input
device and see how it operates.

Answers to questions on pages 34-35:
1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (c) 4. (c) 5. (a)
6. (a) 7. (b) 8. (d) 9. (c) 10. (a)
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5. When the run is finished, retrieve the sample input and
switch the device off. Return the sample input to your
teacher or operator.

(Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each device you have access to
in your center.)

6. If you have any trouble operating the input device, go back
to study the operator's manual more carefully. Then begin
at number 3 above, again.

7. When you have successfully operated the input device(s)
available to you, return to your classroom. Use the space
provided on the next pages to list the steps (in the proper
sequence) that you went through in setting up and operating
each device.
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Input device

Input device

(Use the next page if you need more room.)
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Fig. 22 Steps for setting up and operating input devices.
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OUTPUT DEVICES

Once information has been input to the computer and processed, the
resulting new information is output on an output device. In every
case, the computer is connected directly to the output devices. When
a program so directs it, the computer activates the appropriate device
and transmits the output to it electronically. Depending on the device,
the output is produced in the form of print on paper, punched holes in
cards or paper tape, code on magnetic media, or even an image on
the television-like screen of a cathode ray tube. Thpre is a separate
output device which produces each of these kinds of output.

As in the case of input devices, it is the computer operator's job to
oversee the use of the output devices. For each computer run, the
operator sets up or adjusts the appropriate devices so that they are
ready to produce the output when the computer activates them. In
general, the operator makes sure the devices are in good running
order and are loaded with the correct output medium (paper, cards,
tape, etc.) for the run.

Each model of each output device, of course, has special features and
procedures for running it. These are usually outlined in an operator's
manual or guidebook accompanying the device. To familiarize you with
the basic features of the most commonly used output devices, however,
let's take a general look at them, one at a time.

Line Printer

The most commonly used output device is the printer. It is usually
called a "line printer," because it nearly always prints one complete
line of information at a time. When you consider that a line of print
can have up to 100 or even more characters in it, you can readily see
that a line printer operates at a much greater speed than typewriter-
like devices which can only print one character at a time. In fact,
an average line printer can print at a speed of ten complete lines per
second -- or even faster. (How many "characters per minute" can
be printed at a speed of ten 100-character lines per second?
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Fig. 23 A typical line printer.

The printer is always under the control of the computer which sends
it electronic impulses of information. These impulses cause the
printer to print out the information in the regular letters, numbers,
or characters that people can read. The printout paper used by the
conventional printer comes in various size rolls with holes (for note-
books or other binders) at both edges. The paper on the roll is con-
tinuous, but the page lengths are marked off by tiny perforations for
easy tearing later.

The printer not only will print as directed by the computer, but it
can detect when the perforations marking a page's end have been
reached; it will automatically skip over the perforations and begin
printing again on a fixed line (so many lines down from the perfor-
ations) on the next page. The printer can also detect when the end
of the paper roll has been reached. At this point the operator must
load a new roll.
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Fig. 24 Output from a conventional line printer.

There are two basic types of line printers -- impact printers (which
print using a type-bar or wheel pressed against the paper), and non-
impact printers (which form an image by chemical or other nonimpact
means). Almost all printers use an impact mechanism and produce
output which looks very much, like that shown in Fig. 24 above.

The most common impact printer is the chain printer. In this printer,
the characters are in a circular steel chain which moves horizontally
in front of the paper. Hammers in back of the paper press the
paper forward against the type-characters on the chain, thus impressing
the character onto the paper.

Only one revolution of the chain is required to print a line. If an
"E" is to he printed 28 times in one line, the "E" character on the
chain will he printed each time it passes in front. of a print position
on that line where an "E" is required. A hammIr behind the paper
presses the paper against the type face to print the character.
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Ribbon

Fig. 25 The chain printer mechanism.

Another common impact printer uses a metal drum engraved with rows
of characters. The drum revolves during printing, moving each row
of characters past the print hammers. As the proper characters pass
by, the hammers press the paper against the drum to print.

A type-wheel printer is another impact printer, with each printing
character on an individual metal print wheel. Still another impact
printer forms each character as a pattern of dots imprinted by the
ends of small wires. As you can see, each of these printers works
in essentially the same way.

The less common nonimpact printers operate with chemically impreg-
nated paper energized by pulses of current or dusted with a deposit
of electrostatically charged ink. Nonimpact printing techniques are
available which print as high as 31,250 lines per minute. But. you
can imagine how expensive such a printer would bet (Do you think the
cost would be justified by the extemely high speed in some cases --
for example, for certain kinds of output in a space flight project?)

Line printers are usually quite versatile and can be adjusted to print
on various different sizes and weights of paper. They are commonly
used, for example, to print reports, checks, report cards, invoices
and just about any ottier type of output that can be pri iced on paper or
forms.
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Since it is most common for computer systems to use a printer for
a major portion of its output, the computer operator usually becomes
quickly familiar with loading and adjusting the printer in his system.

Card Punch

There are times when the output from a computer is data which needs
to he stored on punched cards -- for example, when the data will be
used at a later time as input data.

You are already familiar with the medium of punched cards, which you
read about on pages 16 and 17 above. There you also learned about
the keypunch machine which the human operator can use to punch data
onto cards for input. As you saw, the cards are input by a card reader
connected to the computer. But, how can a computer get its output
punched onto cards for future use?

The device which the computer uses to output information on punched
cards is, naturally enough, simply called a card punch. It is always
connected directly to the computer. Frequently the card punch is
combined with a card reader, as is shown in the illustration below.
When the two devices are combined, the unit is usually called the
card read punch.

card puncho
stacker

44

Fig. 26 A typical card read punch.
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Whenever a computer run calls for output to be produced in the form
of punched cards, the operator is responsible for loading the card punch
hopper with blank cards and for readying the device for use when the
computer calls on it. When the computer activates the device, the cards
are automatically drawn, one at a time, from the hopper through the
punch station where the data is punched in coded holes onto the card.
Once punched, the card is deposited in the unit's stacker.

Since they are punched and deposited one at a time, the cards arc
always kept in order. When the run is through, the operator has
only to remove the complete card deck and store it or route it to
the programmer, depending On what the instruction sheet specifics.

Paper Tape Punch

You will remember from the discussion on pages 18 and 19 that
paper tapes can be punched by a machine operator using a paper tape
punch or a teletypewriter. Both of these devices are equipped with
keyboards on which the operator may type the data to be punched.

When the computer needs to output data in the form of paper tape, it

most often uses the output device called a paper tape punch, which is
connected directly to the computer. Once the computer operator has
loaded the paper tape punch with a roll of blank tape, the computer can
activate the punch at anytime. There is, of course, no keyboard on
this device. The computer controls the punch mechanism entirely
electronically-- sending impulses to the punch station to punch the
proper sequence of holes to represent each piece of data. When all
output has been produced on the paper tape for any given run, the
operator removes the coded tape and stores or routes in according
to the instruction sheet for the run.

If you will go back and reread page 33, you will see that the
computer can also use the paper tape punch attached to a teletypewriter
as a paper tape output device. The Teletype need only be connected by
phone to the computer and the punch turned on for the computer to be
able to use it for output purposes. But, remember, this is a re-
mote terminal used only at a distance from the computer. The com-
puter operator ordinarily is concerned with output on paper tape only
when it is being output by the punch in his computer room.
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Magnetic Output Devices

The magnetic tape, disk or drum devices you studied on pages 21 to 30
as input devices can serve as output units as well. Whenever a pro-
gram requires output onto a magnetic medium, the computer electron-
ically activates the read/write assembly of the appropriate device and
transmits all data to it to be "written" (encoded in magnetic spots)
on the medium. Any information output onto a magnetic tape, disk
or drum can be easily stored in the computer room for future use.

When a computer program specifies a magnetic medium, say a disk,
for output, the computer operator loads the appropriate disk or disk
pack onto the disk drive. When the computer comes to the part in
the program requiring this output means, it picks up the disk and track
location specified by the program and transmits That location to the
disk-drive's read/write head. The read/write head is activated, and
it reads until it reaches the desired location. Then the computer
transmits the data that is to be written on the disk to that read/write
head, which records the data onto the disk.

Once all the information has been output onto the magnetic disk or
disk pack, the operator is responsible for storing the medium in its
proper place for future use. The same would be true were magnetic
tapes used. As you will recall, however, a magnetic drum is fixed in
in its drum drive and not moved about by the computer operator.

Teletypewriter Output

In the previous section on input devices, you saw how someone at a
remote place from a computer could communicate with the computer
by telephone using a teletypewriter. The teletypewriter (Tty) can
be used, in fact, for both input and output of data.

On the Tty information can be output in two different media: it can
be printed on paper or punched on paper tape. In the case of printing
out the data, the computer simply electronically controls the Tty as-
sembly and activates it to print data out on the regular paper above
the keyboard. In the case of outputting data on paper tape, the com-
puter electronically activates the Tty's paper tape punch and the data is
is punched, item by item, onto paper tape.
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Cathode Ray Tube Devices

Another common remote-terminal device is the cathode ray tube (or
CRT), which looks something like a television screen.

Fig. 27 A cathode ray tube with a typewriter
keyboard attached.

The display screen of the CRT is most frequently used as an output
device only. In these cases, the computer outputs data on a CRT by
transmitting electronic signals which are transformed by the device
into a display on the screen. You can p ].obably guess that the CRT
is a particularly useful output device when the output is a graph, a
blue print, or some other graphic data.

In some cases, CRT's are used which are especially designed to act
as an input as well as an output device. In such instances, the mech-
anism is built so that information can be sent to the computer by you
touching the screen with a light-pen (a pen with a light-bulb as its tip).
Such CRT's are commonly used in engineering work. Here drawings
stored in the computer may be displayed on CRT's whenever needed
and changes may be made in these drawings simply by using the light-
pen.

Sometimes CRT's are used with keyboards attached to them, as in the
illustration in Fig. 27. Such keyboards are, of course, used as input
devices themselves and function in the same manner as the conventional
teletypewriter keyboard.
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I Check Your Understanding)

Put a check in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the following
questions.

1. The card punch used by the computer as an output device is

a. the keypunch machine.
b. often combined with a card reader.
c. is often a part of a teletypewriter unit.
d. none of the above.

2. A CRT is

a. another name for a teletypewriter.
b. a device used for outputting information on a permanent

medium.
c. never found inside the computer room.
d. an output (or input/output) device with a television-like

screen.

3. As an output medium, paper tape can be punched

a. only by the teletypewriter operator using a Tty.
b. only by the computer operator using the Tty.
c. only by the teletypist using a paper tape punch.
d. only by the computer using a paper tape punch device.

4. Magnetic tapes, disks, and drums can be used

a. for both input and output.
b. for output only.
c. for input only.
d. none of the above.

5. With respect to the operation of output devices, the computer
operator has

a. nothing to do.
b. to cue the computer when it should activate an output

device.
c. to load appropriate media onto output devices for

computer runs.
d. to control the output devices by means of the CRT.

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 50.
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LABORATORY -- OPERATING OUTPUT DEVICES

You wail now have a chance to learn to operate the output device(s)
used in your computer center. First, you will need to arrange vith
your teacher for a time when you can go to your computer center.
Then, follow the sequence of activities below.

1.. Identify al) the output devices used by your computer system.
Check (V) each one in the list below. that your system uses.

line printer magnetic disk drive

card punch magnetic drum drive

paper tape punch teletypewriter

magnetic tape drive CRT

Other (specify):

(Check with your teacher or operator to be sure you have
correctly identified all the devices.)

2. Get the operator's manual for each output device and return
to your classroom to study them. When you understand how
to operate each device, go on to number 3 below.

3. Schedule a time with your teacher or operator when you can
have assistance in setting up each output device for a computer
run. For each output device to be used, you must ask your
teacher operator to provide some appropriate sample input.
(For example, to use the line printer, your input must require
the use of the line printer for output.) Also, ask him to provide
you with a quantity of media for each output device. (For
example, if you will be using a card punch, you will need
some blank cards.

4. With your teacher or operator standing by, load the first
output device with a quantity of its appropriate media, accord-
ing to the directions provided in the manual. Then, follow
the correct procedures for switching the device, on.
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5. Ask the teacher or operator to give you the appropriate sample
input to make a run using the now-ready output device. Load
and start the correct input device, following the procedures
you Warned in your last laboratory exercise.

6. Your teacher or operator will be responsible for operating
the computer for you once your input and output devices are
ready. As the run proceeds, you should pay close attention
to the output device to see how it operates.

7. When the run is. finished, retrieve the sample input and the
output and switch the devices off. Return the input to your
teacher or operator, and save or discard the output.

(Repeat steps 4 to 7 for each output device to be used.)

8. If you have any trouble operating one of the input or output
devices, go back to study the operator's manual more care-
fully. Then, begin at number 3 above, again.

9. When you have successfully operated the output devices avail-
able to you, return to your classroom. Use the space pro-
vided on the next pages to list the steps (in the proper
sequence) that you went through in setting up and operating
each output device.

72
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Output device

Output device

(Use the next page if you need more room.)

Fig. 28 Steps for setting up and operating output devices.
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

Now that you are familiar with the input and output devices most often
used in computer systems, you can spend some time learning about
the heart of the system: the central processing unit (or CPU). It is
here that the input data is processed to result in new output information.

Fig. 29 A central processing unit.

In most computers, the CPU is housed in a single cabinet, or con-
sole, sometimes called the "mainframe." Although the central pro-
cessing unit appears to be a single piece of equipment, it actually
has three distinct parts: one which stores the programs and data for
use in the run (the storage unit), one which takes care of the actual
processing or manipulating of data (the arithmetic/logic unit), and
one which coordinates the flow of data through the system (the control
unit). We'll look at these three units separately, starting with the
storage unit.

The Storage Unit

You have already seen that a computer system must have both a pro-
gram and the data in it before it can process the data or produce
results. These are usually loaded into the computer through input
devices just before the particular run is made. Normally, the program
is loaded in first and then the data to be processed is input.
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Did you yonder where the program and data went once "loaded" in?
Here's your answer: all input is loaded directly into the CPU's storage
unit, usually called "main storage" (or "core storage").

As you may have already guessed, the information (programs and data
in main storage is temporary -- if it weren't, the computer operator
would only need to toad a given program once and be done the
punched cards or magnetic medium from which it was input. Any
information in main storage remains there normally only until the data
has been processed and the results have been output. Once a run is
finished, new input is loaded into the computer and it replaces the old
program and data in main storage. (This is the reason programs and
data files are kept in permanent form on various media like paper
tape, punched cards, and magnetic tape, for storage in the computer
room.)

To understand how programs and data are "stored " temporarily in main
storage, you can think of main storage as resembling a post office
with a lot of numbered boxes like this:

y y y y y
y y y y tor l2 I/ ,/ iv/x r r iv/ 2x

Fig. 30 Main storage with 20 empty boxes.

The numbers in the corners of the boxes indicate the location or
address of the box, and each box can store only one piece of data.
Using location numbers, you can se' that a piece of data stored in
any box can be "found" simply by calling on its location number.

If we continue to use the post office diagram, here's how main storage
might look once it has been loaded with a program for adding two
numbers (which will be input later to boxes 6 and 7.)
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Fig. 31 Main storage with a program in it.

Now, let's assume the two numbers (the data) to be added for our
first run are 1143 and 921. They would be input after the program,
and main storage would then look like this:

yREA XD
6

y ADD

7

rST
TOTAL IN
BOX 8

1143
yy921

9 / 10

y y
V/

x
lt

r
19/

15/

2/r
Fig. 32 Main storage with program and data.

Once the data is processed, main storage would look like this:

XREAD
BOX
6

y ADD
BOX .

7

ySTORE
TOTAL IN
BOX 8

y y
921 2064

ly1143r r f 15 /

17 y Fr 19,/ 20

Fig. 33 Main storage after processing of data.
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This example is, of course, a terribly simple one. It is just to give
you a clear idea of how data is stored in main storage and how it can
he found there for use when the processing must be done. Most
programs are much longer and data for a run can be extremely long
as, for example, in the case of complete records from kindergarten
on for all students in a high school.

Once in main storage, programs and data can be "accessed" (or found)
at any time for use by the computer -- that is, until new data has
been loaded into the same main storage locations for the next run.
This, in fact, is the key to the temporary nature of main storage:
once a run has been completed, the program and data for the next run
are loaded into storage and replace (or erase) the data held in those
locations before.

The Arithmetic/Logic Unit

It is in the arithmetic/logical unit that the real "processing" of data
takes place. This unit performs calculations and makes decisions,
according to a program stored in memory.

The logical operations that are performed here include comparing
information and making a decision based on the results of that com-
parison. A typical comparison might be:

"Is the answer less than zero? (Compare the answer
with zero.) If so, stop the program. If not, go on
to the next step."

The arithmetic operations add, subtract, multiply and devide are also
performed by this unit. Any complex calculations can always be re-
duced to a combination of these four operations, so that even the most
difficult (for us) calculation is performed effortlessly and automatically
by the arithmetic /logic unit of the computer. So, in the example we
showed above in the section on main storage, it is the arithmetic/
logic unit which registers the number 1143 and then adds to it the
number 921 and comes up with the total 2064, which is then stored in
main storage.

If main storage just holds data at prescribed locations and the arith-
metic/unit performs operations, then -- how does anything know
when or how to go where for what processing? What keeps everything
from happening at once? The control unit'.
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The Control Unit

The control unit directs the flow of information through the computer
system. It controls the movement of information between input/output
devices and main storage, and directs the sequence in which operations
will be carried out. Basically, it simply allows one step of the program
to be acted on at a time, one after the other. Using our example
from the section above on main storage again, it is the control unit
which would first indicate that box 1 should be acted on -- that is, the
number 1143 should be registered by the arithmetic unit. After that,
it allows box 2 to be acted on, and so forth, until the run is completed.

You might think of this unit as acting like the conductor of a symphony
orchestra: following the musical score (the stored program) and cueing
the various instruments (input, output and storage devices) when it's
their turn to play. The conductor keeps the orchestra together, playing
harmoniously in the sequence prescribed .by the musical score. The
output then is predictable and pleasing, as is the output from an effi-
ciently controlled computer program.

AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICES

You will remember that the information that is in main storage is tem-
porary. That is, it remains in main storage only long enough to be
processed and output. Then new information is input to main storage,
and the old is erased. (This is very much like a home tape recorder
-- when you record a new song, whatever was on there before is auto-
matically erased. )

Frequently, however, we have a need to store a large volume of in-
formation, and to store it permanently. For example, the complete
pupil records from kindergarten on for every student in a high school
would be too much information to be stored permanently in main storage.
Even if a computer had such a large enough main storage unit, it
would need to be kept available for the temporary storage of programs
and data currently being processed.

Auxiliary storage devices, then, can be connected to the CPU to pro-
vide information from large permanent storage files. Since the control
unit has to go outside of the CPU to get data from the auxiliary storage
devices, the information is not as quickly accessible as information in
main storage. The loss in speed, however, is offset by the larger
capacity and the lower cost of auxiliary storage as compared to main
storage.
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Many of the input/output devices you have studied about can be used
as auxiliary storage devices as well. Magnetic tape, disk and drum
units are the most common. Even punched cards and paper tape can
be considered as "auxiliary storage" in that they permanently store
information outside the CPU.

There are other special auxiliary storage devices which can hold much
more information than tapes, disks or drums. One is called a "Datacell;"
this storage device holds billions of characters of information on mag-
netic strips. The strips hang from rods with a read-cylinder at the
top of each rod. When the computer needs to read some data, the ap-
propriate strip on the rod is pulled up and wrapped around the read-
cylinder for the data to be read. The datacell would be used in a
system that required the permanent storage of massive amounts of
readily accessible information.

COMPUTER CONSOLE

One of the major values of a computer is that, once started working
on a job, it can basically proceed to the end without human interven-
tion. A stored program provides the machine with the instructions it
needs to obtain information, process it, and output new information.

In practice, of cource, the operator must communicate with the computer
in order to get the computer ready for running a program, and he
must occasionally intervene during the data processing.

As you have seen, there is a wide variety of input-output devices
available for exchanging information between a computer and its human
masters. All of these devices allow an indirect kind of communication.
The only direct communication with the computer is via the computer
console found on the CPU.

Control panel

console typewriter
=.17-,121.1UN;

MM.= Us .__

Fig. 34 A computer console.
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Each computer console model has its own special features, but the
typical console contains two devices for manual communication with
the computer: the console typewriter and the control panel.

Console Typewriter

The console typewriter looks like an ordinary typewriter, with a standard
keyboard and paper output. This typewriter can be used both for out-
put from the computer and input to it.

At the direction of the program being run, the computer can type out
messages to the operator on the console typewriter like:

"MOUNT TAPE REEL #4"

or "PLEASE TYPE TODAY'S DATE"

or "WHAT SIZE LABELS?"

or "HOW MANY COPIES ARE NEEDED"

The operator can answer these queries from the computer by typing
on the keyboard. When a key is pressed, the corresponding number,
letter, or symbol is typed on the typewriter paper and is simultan-
eously transmitted into the computer in electronic code.

The console typewriter could actually be ut..ed by the operator to input
any kind of material into the computer -- data, programs, or the oper-
ating instructions called job control statements. But, can you see
why it usually isn't used for these things? First, when data or programs
have once been encoded into cards, tapes, or other media, they can
be kept indefinitely; when they are needed for use, the medium can be
mounted and loaded into the computer in a matter of minutes -- even
seconds! If you input a program or data file from a console type-
writer, it could take a great deal of time. Not only that, but you
would have to retype it on the keyboard every time you wanted to use
it. Second, the instructions given to the computer in the form of job
control statements are usually basic directions needed by the computer
to properly run the program involved. Since one set of job control state-
ments is always needed for the running of each program, it is more
convenient to have the set of statements on cards or paper tape for
instantaneous input than to have them typed on the console typewriter
each _time the program is to be run.
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Generally speaking, the console typewriter is the computer operator's
main means of communicating with the computer to control its operation;
the main input is therefore instructions for control purposes.

Commonly, the operator uses the console typewriter initially to instruct
the computer to get ready for a specific run and then to activate the
input devices to "read in" appropriate programs and data. Further,
when during the processing of data the program calls for responses
from the operator such as in the examples above, the computer operator
types in the answer on the console typewriter. Sometimes instructions
must be input by the operator in mid-run; these are always clearly noted
on the instruction sheet given to the operator by the programmer, and
the information is input from the console typewriter. Finally, the oper-
ator uses the console typewriter to instruct the computer to end a job
either when a problem has arisen or when the job is done. The console
typewriter can also be used to directly examine and to alter the con-
tents of any storage location. The procedure involves simply typing
in a request that the data in a specific location be typed out by the
computer and then typing in any alterations to be stored.

Each computer has an operator's manual or directions booklet which
oL'tlines the procedures the operator must use in controlling routine
runs from the console typewriter.

The Control Panel

The control panel is like a window into the computer. It has sets of
small incandescent lights which display the contents of certain internal
registers. It also has a means for manually displaying, examining,
and altering the contents of storage.

While the computer is running a program, the lights change too rapidly
for the contents to be read.. Whenever the computer stops because of
a problem, though, the light display showing the register contents is
often a valuable aid in determining what has happened.

The control panel is often used for detecting program mistakes -- a
process usually called "debugging." An operator can set switches on
the control panel to stop operations in order to read the content of a
storage location, observe a program instruction, or examine the regis-
ters of the arithmetic unit after each instruction. This kind of debugging
by step-by-step operation and observation of the program is, however,
usually ruled out as inefficient in a large computer system.
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The computer operator also uses the control panel to monitor the general
operation of the system. Indicator lights on the control panel show the
operation or condition of important parts of the CPU and in such equip-
ment as the card reader, mangetic tape units and the printer. For ex-
ample, there may be a temperature warning light, overflow lights, error
indicators, and lights to signal some off-normal condition, such as the
printer being out of paper.

Probably the one switch always found on a control panel is the START
key. When depressed, it causes the computer to start running a program,
or to continue after an operator intervention.

Between the console typewriter and the control panel, a computer operator
can stay in very close communication and control of the computer he is
responsible for.

Check Your Understanding

Put a check (J) in the iicx(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. Main storage in the CPU differs from storage on an input/output
medium by

O a. being less permanent.
0 b. having less space available.

c. being more immediately accessible to the computer.
d. all of the above.

2. Each CPU storage location has

a. a location number.
O b. a program in it.

c. the capacity to store entire data files.
d. none of the above.

3. When information is placed in a main storage location, the old
information in that location is automatically

Di a. moved to permanent storage.
O b. destroyed.

c. added to the new.
0 d. output.
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4. The CPU contains the following three parts:

a. an arithmetic/logic unit, auxiliary storage, and a
control panel.

b. a control unit, an arithmetic /logic unit, and input/
output devices.

c. a control unit, a control panel, and a typewriter.
d. an arithmetic/logic unit, a storage unit and a control

unit.

5. The part of the CPU which acts as the coordinator of the system's
operation is

a.
b.
c.
d.

the control panel.
the logic unit.
the "main frame."
none of the above.

6. The arithmetic/logic unit

a. keeps track of all data in storage.
b. can perform four arithmetic operations:

subtraction, multiplication and division.
c. controls the movement of all data to and

storage.
d. all of the above.

7. The console typewriter is

addition,

from main

a. often substituted for a control panel.
b. used as a general input device.
c part of auxiliary storage.
d. the operator's main device for communication with

the computer.

8. What is the common term for the set of instructions
the computer to run a program?

a.
b.
c.
d.

job control statements
console instructions
program data
programming statements

needed by the

Check your answers using t'ae key at the bottom of page 64.
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. LABORATORY -- OPERATING THE COMPUTER

You are now ready to try your hand at operating the computer yourself
during a run. Begin by arranging with your teacher for a time when
you can go to your computer center to watch the operator run a job
on the computer. Take note of the number of times the operator has
to communicate with the computer during the run, and how much the
control panel or the console typewriter are used.

1. From your teacher or computer operator, get the operator's
manual for your particular computer and return to your class-
room. Study the part of the operator's manual which explains
how to run a job on this particular computer. When you under-
stand how to run a job, go on to number 2 below.

2. Schedule a time with your teacher or operator when you can
have help in running a complete job on the computer yourself.
Ask your teacher or operator for

a. program and data input for a computer run.
b. quantities of appropriate unused output media

for the run.
c. a list of the appropriate job control statements*

for the run and information about the media to be
used for inputting those statements.

3. Using the operator's manual for reference, prepare any job control
input that is required for the run. (For example, if job control
statements are to be entered from the console typewriter, all
you will need is a list of the exact statements in the correct
order, for your reference. If punched cards are to be used,
of course, they must be punched on a key punch machine and
inserted in the proper places among the program and data cards.)

*As will be explained in the manual to your computer, job control statements
must be input at various points to give the computer direction during a
run. Your computer manual will list all the control statements your
machine uses. Your operator can tell you specifically which of those
statements to use with your particular input.
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4. With your teacher or operator standing by, set by and start
the output device(s) for your run. Then load and start the
input device(s).

a. If the job control statements are to be entered from
the console typewriter, go to the console typewriter
with your list of statements. Enter the first state-
ment(s) to start the run, and enter the remaining
statements as they are required. Throughout the
run, observe the operation of the system.

b. If the job control statements are to be entered
with the program and data input, the starting of
the input device will, in effect, start the computer
run. The entire run will be conducted automatically
by the job control input. You should just observe
carefully how the system operates throughout the
run.

5. If you have any trouble during the run ask your teacher or
operator to help you locate and correct the problem.

6. When the run is finished, retrieve the sample input and the
output and switch the devices off. Return the input to your
teacher or operator, and save or discard the output.

7. When you have successfully operated the computer system,
return to your classroom. Using the space provided on the
next page, list the steps (in the proper sequence) that you
went through in preparing the job control statements and run-
ning the computer.
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Answers to questions on pages GI and 62:
1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (b) -1. (d) 5. (d)
G. (b) 7. (d) 8. (a)
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(Use the back of this page if you need more room. )

Fig. 35 Steps for preparing job control statements
and running the computer system.
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PART III COMPUTER SOFTWARE

INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE

As you are now aware, the computer operator will need to recognize and
and be able to operate the various pieces of equipment or hardware we
have discussed so far. Computer hardware is, of course, the most
visible part of a computer system, but it is not the most important.
Even more important than the hardware is the software.

Software is the word used to refer to all of the programs that make the
computer function. Without software, a computer is like a camera
without film -- all the button-pushing and switch-flipping on earth won't
produce anything.

Early computers used very simple programs. A computer programmer
would write a set of instructions in a numeric code telling the computer
how to solve a problem or process some data. Then the computer
operator would take over. First, he would load the program from
punched cards or whatever into the computer. Then, he would put the
data in an input device -- usually a card reader -- and start the pro-
gram run. During the run he might have to interrupt the operation of
the computer several times -- to provide more data, to mount new
magnetic tapes for output, to prepare the printer for output, to check
the output for accuracy and even, perhaps, to make manual changes in
the program itself by operating the control panel switches.

When one job (or program run) was completed, the operator would stop
the computer, retrieve the data cards used, gather up all the output,
and prepare for the next job. Meanwhile, the computer waited. Then
the process would begin again: load a program, provide data for input,
control and keep track of the input and output, and manually monitor
the operation of the computer during the program run.

As you can see, early computers spent a lot of time both during and
between program runs just sitting around waiting for the computer
operator to perform his tasks.

Today's computers are far closer to being true "labor-saving" devices.
Sophisticated developments in hardware have been matched by an in-
crease in sophistication of the computer's software. Now days many
of the tasks of the computer operator have been taken over by software,
so that jobs can be run more quickly and efficiently and automatically,
with less waiting time for the computer and less intervention by the
computer operator.
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Just as developments in software have increased efficiency of computer
use and lightened the computer operator's load, so have software develop-
ments made the job of the programmer easier.

It used to be necessary that programs be written in the specific numeric
code that the given computer used. Now, though the computer still works
with numeric code, programmers write instructions in ordinary English
words. New software can now translate these instructions into the re-
quired numeric code, saving much time end trouble for the programmer.

When the decision is made to acquire a computer system, it is as im-
portant to select a system with good software as it is to select good
hardware. A computer without proper software will add considerably to
to the cost of operating the installation -- software with low efficiency
may increase computer running time by 25% or more.

The manufacturer usually supplies a complete "software package," which
will include special programs to make the computer operate most effi-
ciently, programs to do standard, often-used routines, and translators
which will convert new programs into the machine's numeric code. This
software package is usually called the operating system.

OPERATING
SYSTEM

(supplied by
manufacturer)

OTHER PROGRAMS (supplied by user)

Fig. 36 The computer software.

In addition to the operating system, the computer software includes all of
the "other programs." These other programs are supplied by the user
and are designed to perform specific jobs as the need arises.

The programs in the operating system are stored on an auxiliary storage
device, often a disk or drum. The illustration on the facing page shows
how these programs may be organized.
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Fig. 37 Operating system stored on an auxiliary storage device.

The Operating System

An operating system is an organized collection of programs which
increases the productivity of a computer by aiding in the preparation,
translation, loading and execution of programs. Intervention by the
computer operator is reduced when an operating system is available;
this usually means that an operator can use the time during one run
to set up the equipment for the next run. Often, several jobs can be
run in an uninterrupted sequence, under the control of the operating
system.

The programs most likely to be found in an operating system will be
discussed here. However, the programs available may vary from one
operating system to another, and certain programs may be called by
other names than those used here. This manual should be a starting
point. When you have an opportunity to operate a real computer system,
you should carefully read the manuals that come with the system.
These manuals usually give complete descriptions of the software in-
cluded.

The types of programs most often available in an operating system in
include:

A supervisor (often called a monitor or an executive)

Input/output control

Utility programs

Translators
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Now let's look at these programs one at a time to see just how they
increase efficiency and ease of operation for not only the computer,
but the programmer and operator as well.

The Supervisor

The supervisor program or routine is the most important and complex
of all programs in the operating system, because it sets up, monitors,
and controls the operation of other programs. While most software is
placed in auxiliary storage (disk or drum) until needed, the supervisor
routine is loaded into the computer each morning usually to remain in
main storage throughout the day's operation. It organizes and supervises
the running of all other programs in the operating system.

A basic supervisor routine controls the execution of one program by
clearing the storage area (placing zeros or blanks in work areas), then
loading the program into storage.

Once the program is running, other programs in the operating system
take care of the flow of operation. When errors are encountered during
processing -- for example, when a program exceeds the storage capacity
-- control is once again transferred to the supervisor routine which takes
corrective action or halts execution.

An important part of the supervisor routine is the "job control" program.
This program handles a series of programs sequentially with a minimum of
operator intervention. To do this, the computer requires initial in-
structions. The programmer usually has these instructions punched on
cards and gives them to the computer operator for the run. These
cards are called the job control cards. The instructions on the job
control cards may give the sequence of steps to be performed, and
may indicate what programs in the operating system are to be used.

The supervisor routine starts and stops the programs and performs
many functions normally otherwise done by the operator, but it does
them faster and more accurately. Where operator intervention is re-
quired, the supervisor will print out operator instructions on the console
typewriter.

In some more complex, modern computer systems, the central processor
is a multiprocessor -- that is, it has more than one arithmetic-logical
unit. This means that several programs can be run simultaneously.
Of course, the supervisor routine and its job control programs must be
even more sophisticated to schedule and monitor the execution of more
than one program at once.
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In other systems, a technique called multiprogramming is used, where
there is only one arithmetic-logical unit, but several programs are in
the computer at one time. The supervisor routine divides the computing
time among the different programs, transferring control from one to
another to process them all at the same time. * Again, a sophisticated
supervisor routine is required to schedule and control the concurrent
execution of the programs.

As an example of multiprogramming, a program to read and print cards
may be run concurrently with a program to sort records on magnetic
tapes. The supervisor routine initiates the instruction to "read a card"
for the first program, then may transfer control to the sort program.
When a signal indicates the card has :en read, the second program would
be interrupted and control returned to the read-print program for moving
the data into position for printing. Since the read-print program can
proceed no faster than the reader and printer can operate, the CPU would
he idle much of the time if the supervisor routine did not use this idle
time to run another program.

Input-Output Control Programs

The control of input and output (I /O) operation requires a separate set,
of programs because these are mechanical functions performed by mechani-
cal devices. If the speedy electronic central processor had to stop and
wait during each I/O operation, its efficiency would be greatly reduced.

If data were read directly into the CPU, or directly out, the fast CPU
would be tied up as the slow mechanical reader or printer operated.
lowever, most computers now use electronic buffers to cut down this
delay. When data is read from an input device, it goes into an input
buffer, where it is held until the CPU is ready for it -- then it is trans-
ferred from the buffer to the CPU at a fast electronic speed rather than
a slow mechanical speed. Likewise, data is transferred at electronic
speed from the CPU to the output buffer and output when the output device
is ready.

The scheduling and overlapping of these buffered I/O operations is com-
plicated, and must be controlled by the Input-Output Control Programs.

These control programs also handle such operations as I/O error detection,
switching to an alternate tape drive at the end of a reel, and searching
for the proper items to be input from a reel of tape, a disk or a drum.

*This technique is called time-sharing.
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Utility programs support the production work of a computer center, by
servicing jobs which recur frequ9ntly. While the specific utility programs
available will differ from one system to another, a fairly complete set
would include:

a program loader.

programs to transfer data from one medium to another (card-
to-tape, tape-to-card, card-to-disk, disk-to-card, tape-to-
printer, disk-to-printer, etc.

"diagnostics" or test routines to help identify and correct
machine failures or program errors.

special programs to protect permanent files, sort and merge
data, duplicate tapes or disks onto new tapes or disks,
"memory chimps" (output the entire contents of main storage
on the printer).

The program loader is used to enter new programs into storage. Even
the programs in the operating system must be initially introduced into
storage by the loader.

A program is stored in memory in the same way as data. It is read in,
probably from punched cards or tape. The loader supervises the reading
in, allocates storage locations for each program instruction, and finally
transfers control to the first instruction of the program just loaded, so
the program can be executed.

You may be asking -- "But how does the loader itself get into storage?"
It's a good question. The original loader is stored manually by the
operator, one instruction at a time, accessing main storage directly
through the switches on the console control panel. Since this is a
rather laborious and time-consuming process, woe be to the person
who inadvertently erases that part of storage that contains the loader!
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Fig. 38 Program loader in main storage.
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Transferring data from one medium to another is often necessary and
must be controlled by special programs such as card-to-tape, tape-to-
printer and the like. Likewise, there are special programs for duplicating
tapes or disks onto new tapes or disks.

Diagnostics of test routines may function automatically to check for machine
or program error during operation of programs, and also may he called
into action when there appears to be a malfunction in a program. If a
programmer wishes to use a test routine designed to help him locate a
program error, he would probably call for a "trace" or a "dump."

A trace routine will print the results as each step of the program is
executed, to allow the programmer to closely observe the operation of
the program.

A dump routine, often called a memory dump or memory print, will
print the contents of each storage location at any specified check point
in a program. The programmer can also specify the boundaries of the
storage area he wishes to examine.

Special programs take care of frequently performed operations, such as
copying all files from tape or disk at intervals as a protection against
accidental erasure or loss of important data.

Another frequently used utility program found in most systems is a Sort-
Merge routine. It should be able to sort either numeric or alphanumeric
records into ascending or descending order, merge one set of records
with another set of records, add and delete data, and provide for input
and output on various media.

Translators

In the early days of computers, programmers wrote instructions entirely
in a numeric code directly understandable by the computer. This meant
that the programmer had to translate each instruction to a corresponding
numeric code.

For example, if a programmer wished to write the program instruction

"SUBTRACT TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS PAY"

he would first translate it to a code that might look like this:
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where:

07 326 145

07 = "SUBTRACT"

326 = The address of the location where
"TOTAL DEDUCTIONS" is stored

145 = The address of the location where
"GROSS PAY" is stored

As you can see, the job of the programmer could be quite time-
consuming, tedious and error-prone.

But computers were invented to save work for humans, not to create
more It wasn't long before some programmer with writer's cramp
realized that a sophisticated. translator program could automatically
translate

"SUBTRACT TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS PAY"

to
"07 326 145"

much faster and much more accurately than the programmer could
translate it himself.

Since computers are designed especially to manipulate symbols (like
letters and numbers), translating words into numeric codes is much
easier to the computer than it is for humans. Although computers
still operate exclusively in numeric codes, seldom does a programmer
have to actually use numeric codes now days. Over the years, several
different kinds of translators have been developed to ease the task of
the programmer.

The most simple kind of translator is called an assembler. It requires
more of the translating effort to be done by the programmer and less
by the computer. Most operating systems, however, include at least
one assembler.

The type of translator used most often by programmers is the compiler.
Compilers allow the programmer to write instructions in a language
much like conversational English. The translating to numeric code is
almost completely carried out by the computer.
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For example, the programmer can write one instruction like:

"GROSS PAY (SOCIAL SECURITY + OTHER DEDUCTIONS) --- NET PAY"

and the compiler will "compile" or translate this to a series of numeric
codes:

"06 325 324
15 326 000
07 326 145
15 327 000"

One common compiler is used primarily to translate programs used in
business. It is called COBOL: COmmon Business Oriented Language.

Another widely used compiler is called FORTRAN, for FOR mula TRANslator.
FORTRAN was designed to translate scientific programs to numeric code.

BASIC (Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) is a compiler
used primarily with remote terminals, where the user carries on an
interactive "conversation" with the computers.

Any or all of these compilers, and perhaps other compilers as well,
may be found in the operating system supplied by the computer manu-
facturer.

Some operating systems include special-purpose translators that cannot
be called either assemblers or compilers. They may be called report
program generators or interpreters, but they still serve as translators
of our language to the machine's numeric code.
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II Check Your Understanding] I

S

Put a check GA in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. The software of a computer is

a. the electrical circuitry of a system.
b. the documentation of a system.
c. the computer programs.
d. the data cards, tapes, etc.

2. The following is not a part of an operating system:

a. utility programs.
b. the control unit.
c. the supervisor routine.
d. translators.

3. A program loader is

a. usually loaded into main storage from a magnetic storage
medium.

b. loaded by hand from the control panel.
c. loaded into the computer as a part of each program to be

run.
d. none of the above.

4. A translator is

a. a programmer specializing in program languages.
b. a program used to control input and output.
c. a program which converts programs from words to numeric

codes.
d. none of the above.

5. Assemblers and compilers are both

a. input devices.
b. programers.
c. utility programs.
d. translators.

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 80.
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MODES OF COMPUTER OPERATION

A computer operator trainee will probably have his first experience with
a computer which operates in what is called batch processing mode. This
is the mode of operation used by virtually all computers manufactured
during the first decade of electronic data handling, and is still found in
many data processing installations.

A more recent evolution in computer operating modes is on-line processing.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both of these modes of oper-
ation. We will talk about both here, since one or both of thf.!se methods
of processing data are used in nearly every installation,

Batch Processing

Batch processing is characterized by the "batching" or grouping of trans-
actions so that as much work as possible will be handled all at one time.
A good example of this can be seen in a city water department. Each
customer's account normally has only two transactions a month: one
bill is calculated and one payment is posted. It is not worthwhile to
update the master file of customers' records each time a transaction
occurs. Instead, billing is done in one batch for all customers once a
month. Payments come in on a random schedule through the month,
and a card is punched for each payment as it is received and deposited.
These cards are collected, or batched, and processed as a batch once
a month.

This method of processing saves time and money. But, this procedure
means that the computer printout of customers' accounts that is available
for answering queries is, on the average, two weeks old. If a customer
calls requesting information about payments, balances and account status,
he may get the reply, "Wait for next month's bill and see if it has been
taken care of."

In a batch processing operation, master files are usually kept on magnetic
tape in numeric or alphabetic order. When the batch of input cards is
to he used to update the master file, it is first sorted into the same
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sequence as the magnetic tape records. Then the new input data is run
against the master tape to create a new master.

Fig. 39 Batch processing flow.

Obviously, it would not be practical in a system like this to process
transactions as they occur. If every water payment were processed
against the master tape the day it came in, the entire master tape would
have to be run each time to find the proper record to be updated. The
serial nature of magnetic tape makes it an impractical device when
fast look-up of a single record is desirable.

As you can see, however, for an application like water department
billing there is no urgent need to update the master file frequently.
Batching the transactions to run all at once and using magnetic tape
for master files is the most economical and convenient and the least
time-consuming way to function.

There are many applications, however, which do not lend themselves
well to batch processing. The batching time is often longer than
the actual process time. In many cases, if data is held up to be
batched all at once, other problems can be encountered:

so

certain data may be out of date even before it is processed.

reports may be produced too late to be helpful in making
decisions.

requests for information, such as current account balances,
can be difficult to answer.

since input data and all files are maintained serially, much
money and time is spent in sorting data.

Answers to questions on page 78:
1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (b) 4...(e) 5. (d)



For applications that require information in large volumes and on short
notice, these disadvantages are even more obvious.

Some examples of applications not well suited to batch processing are
airline reservations systems, banking operations, credit bureaus, and
stock brokerage houses, where there are frequent customer inquiries
that must be answered immediately. Applications of this nature must
be part of an on-line processing system.

On-line Processing

In an on-line processing system, data may be processed as soon as
they become available regardless of the order in which they arrive.
Input data are not sorted before being processed. This requires that
the master file be stored on a "random access" device -- usually,
a magnetic disk or drum. Since random access storage allows any
part of the disk or drum to be read or written immediately, master
files may be'referred to or updated at any time.

Magnetic tape, being a serial access medium, cannot practically be used
in this way.

An on-line data processing system is significantly different from a
batch processing system in many ways. A computer operator should
be aware of these differences, as he may have opportunities to work
with either type of system.

As was mentioned above, the storage medium used is likely to be ran-
dom access rather than serial.

The major difference with on -l..ne processing is the way the CPU is
used. Instead of working on onepprogram at a time, the computer's
time and main storage may be divided so that many inquiries can be
processed at the same time. In an airline reservations system, for
instance, cathode-ray-tube (CRT) terminals are located at ticket counters
all over the country. They are connected to a central computer via
standard telephone lines, and information goes to and from the terminal
over these lines. As one ticket agent is typing in a question about space
availability on a flight, the computer is sending confirmation of a reser-
vation to a CRT terminal at another ticket counter.

As you can see, the input and output is likely to take place at a remotely-
located device called a "terminal," and this terminal is likely to be only
one of many which use the computer at the same time. This shared
use of a single computer by many users all in remote locations is called
"time-sharing."
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The decision to implement a batch processing system or an on-line
processing system depends on the volume of data to be produced, the
need for immediacy, and the need for economy. Obviously, an on-line
system would be much more expensive to install and maintain than a
batch system. The software requirements are more complex in an on-
line system. Often, however, the cost factors are offset by the value
in having current data instantly accessible at the time it is needed.

I Check Your Understanding'

Put a check 0 in the box(es) besida the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. Batch processing is characterized by

a. master files kept on magnetic tape.
b. transactions collected and run in a batch.
c. output reports which are not often current.
d. all of the above.

2. On-line processing is characterized by

a. data processed immediately.
b. many users at one time.
c. punched card input.
d. none of the above.

3. Usually an on -line processing system is

a. a time-sharing system.
b. very practical for schools.
c. easier to maintain.
d. outdated.

4. The best system to use for processing school grades 'would be

a. batch processing.
b. on-line processing.
c. neither of the above.
d. both of the above.

4

I

Check your answers_ using the key at the bottom of page 85, 1
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DATA IN THE COMPUTER

You have seen how a computer accepts input, processes the data and
produces output. What you haven't seen is what goes on inside the
computer during the process.

Most input/output devices are connected to main storage by an electric
cable. Most data comes from some outside medium such as punched
cards. Data from the punched card is converted to electrical pulses
which are transferred to the main storage unit of the computer. In main
storage, the information represented by the electrical pulse is stored
in a tiny ring made of iron called a "core." The core, illustrated below,
can be used to represent either of two possible states: "on" or "off".

CLOCKWISE

ON OFF

COUNTER -CLOCKWISE

Fig. 40 "On" and "off" cores.

If the circuit is magnetized in a clockwise direction the computer
has stored an "on." If the magnetization is counter-clockwise, to
the left, we can say the computer stored an "off." Characters, num-
bers, letters and symbols can all be represented in code by groups
of these magnetized cores.

When the processing is finished, the cores stored in groups of on and
off cores are converted back to characters to be printed or punched.

Imagine the letter "H" being read into the computer from paper tape
and stored by a group of cores in main storage. One code that is
used to represent an "H" on paper tape is shown here:

Fig. 41 "II" on paper tape.

1C4 r
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When this 7-position pattern of holes and no holes (000 "Aoo ) is trans-
lated into electrical pulses, it would look like this:

\i,
n_ _n

no pulse

Fig. 42 "H" in electrical pulses.

And when the same pattern is translated from electrical pulses into
magnetized cores, it would look like this:

©©©©©©©,I\
OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON

Fig. 43 "H" in magnetic cores.

This same code, representing the letter "H" could be displayed in a
register on the control panel, by lights which are on or off...

/1,

Fig. 44 "H" on a control panel register.

As you can see, a handy way to code data for input, transmission,
storage and register display would be to use a code with only two
possible states:

(6 1

Either

a hole punched

_n_ an electrical pulse
I ransmitted

\ I /

an iron core magnetized
clockwise

a light _turned on
/I\
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Fig. 45 Examples of two-state codes.

1SZ

Or

no hole

no pulse

counter-clockwise

off

1



'ro explore the possibilities for such a two-state code further, we can
look at auxiliary storage devices:

Either Or

a magnetized spot on no magnetic spot
magnetic tape

a magnetized spot on
a magnetic disk

a magnetized spot on
a magnetic drum

no magnetic spot

no magnetic spot

Fig. 46 Two-state code on storage devices.

Obviously, we can use a two-state code (called a binary code) to
represent all the letters of the alphabet, dollar signs and decimal

tv.:reent signs -- in fact, any character we choose to include.

Iiecau :. bf the two-state nature of most computer components, a con-
venient system to use for representing numbers in a computer is the
binary number system. * Since binary means "having two elements,"
we can see that this number system would be based on only two digits:
zero and one. In computer slang, we call a binary digit a bit for
short.

The Binary System

In the decimal number system, since decimal means "having ten elements,"
there are ten digits -- 0 through 9.

When counting in the decimal system, after you reach 9, you need
another place to represent the number 10. Likewise, when you reach
99, you need still another place to represent the number 100, and so
on.

*If the decimal system were used, 10 possible positions for each digit
would be required, instead of just two. This would mean the computer
would have to use 10-sprocket gears instead of simple 2-state mechanisms
like switches, cores and electrical pulses.

1.C6
85
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The plaee values for the decimal number system arc shown below.

100, 0 0 0 10,000 1,000 100 10

Fig. 47 Decimal system place values.

Note that each place to the left is 10 times larger, since 10 is the base.

In the binary number system, since 2 is the base, each place to the
left will be 2 times larger.

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

Fig. 48 Binary system place values.

To write numbers greater than 1 you must use more places.
The numeral 2 would look like this:

128 64 32 1

1 0

Fig. 49 The numeral 2 in binary.

'Phis means one value of 2, and no values of 1.

The numerals through 10 look like this in binary.
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V

L

1

Numerals

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

8 4 2

1

1 0

1 1

1 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1

1 0 0 0
1' 0 0 1
1 0 1 0

Fig. 50 Numbers 1 through 10 in binary.

If we wished to write the number 74 in binary, it would look like this:

64 32 16 8 4 2 1

0 0 1 0 1 0

Fig. 51 The number 74 in binary.

This combination of ones and zeros means "one value of 64 plus one
value of 8 plus one value of 2."

You can represent a number of any size in binary, even very large num-
bers, if you don't mind how many places you use! In a computer, how-
ever, there is a limit to the number of binary places that may be used,
which limits the size of the number we can represent.

For example, assume we have a computer which is limited to 8 bits or
place value positions.

128 64 32 16

Fig. 52 Eight "bits" or place value positions.

The highest number possible in this system would be 11111111, or 255
(add 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4 + -2-* 1).
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A group of 8 bits like this is called a byte. The size of a computer's
storage area is usually measured in bytes. A typical computer might
have more than 100,000 bytes of main storage available (100,000 bytes =
800,000 bits).

11Check Your Understanding

Put a check () in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. In main storage, information is stored on:

a. magnetic tape.
U b. binary numbers.

c. counters.
d. magnetic cores.

2. Input data is carried to main storage

a.
b.
c
d

in holes.
by electrical impulses.
by cores of data.
in bits of data.

3. The binary code is

a. a two-state code.
b. used to code data for computers.
c. based on a binary number system.
d. all of the above.

4. The number 15 would be represented in binary by:

a. 1101
O b. 1011

c. 1001
d. 1111

5. The number 60 would be represented in binary by:

a. 111100
b. 100101
c. 101011
d. none of the above.

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 9,1.
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PART IV PROCEDURES FOR
COMPUTER OPERATION

INTRODUCTION -- A TYPICAL DAY

From starting up the computer system in the morning to filling in the
last report at night, there are many routine tasks the computer oper-
ator performs every working day. To familiarize you with these tasks
this section describes the work the computer operator does step-by-step
through a typical day.

You will encounter the schedules and logs on which the operator keeps
track of jobs, the basics of operating the computer system, and the
procedures used in handling problems. Follow this typical day care-
fully. You will need to use many of these techniques to complete the
exercise given in the last section of this manual.

Starting Up The Computer

The operator's first task of the day is to start up the computer. Each
system has its own method of turning on the power which is described
in the operating manual accompanying the system. The same general
steps, however, are usually followed in any "power-on" procedure.

First, the computer operator always checks to see if anyone is working
on equipment connected to the computer. Sometimes a repairman comes
in during off-hours to do maintenance on equipment. If no one is working
on equipment, the computer operator can press the power-on button of the
computer located on the computer console. This switches on the central
processor. The length of time it takes the computer to warm up de-
pends on the computer system. Generally, a ready-light will go on
indicating when the system is warmed up.

Each input/output device connected to the central processor usually has
a power-on button also. The computer operator switches on each device
by depressing its power-on button. These devices also require some
time to warm up, and an indicator light tells the operator when each
is ready to run. He should always wait until all the devices indicate
a ready state. Each part of the computer should be ready before the
operator begins to run a job.

If any device fails to turn on, the operator must-try to locate and cor-
rect the problem by checking to see if the device is plugged in, if all
the switches are in the correct position, and 'so forth. The operator's

t: It

Answers to questions on page 88:1P
1. (d) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (d) 5. (a
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manual for each piece of equipment provices guidelines for checking the
machine out in such a situation. If the regular procedures fail to get
the device to start, the operator calls in a customer engineer to repair
the device.

Here is ;.: summary of the steps in the "power-on" procedure.

- Power-On Steps -

1. Check to see that no one is working on equipment attached
to the computer.

2. Press the power-on button.

3. Wait until a ready light is on. (The length of time for
warm-up of the computer depends on the system.)

4. Press the power-on button for each input/output device
and wait for each to indicate a ready condition.

5. If any device fails to power-on, call a customer engineer.

The failure of a computer device to power-on is just one of the pro-
blems to be solved by the customer engineer (or "C. E. "); whenever
a piece of equipment does not fuction properly and the operator cannot
get it to work, the C. E. is usually called in. * Most companies which
sell and lease computers offer repair services through customer engineers.
Normally, the steps for obtaining good service from the C.E. are:

- Repair Call Steps -

1. The name and phone contact of your C. E. should be
posted at the computer console or near the telephone.

C. E. Name
Phone Number
Night Number

*In some centers, the Operations. Manager has the responsibility for making
any final decision to call a repairman. In such cases the computer operator
must report all problems to the Operation Manager.
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2. When you call, give as much information as you can.
Some information the C. E. may need is:

a. Your name, company and phone number.
b. How urgent is your request for service?
c. If the problem is in the hardware, which

device is causing the problem?
d. If the operating system is in error, give the

C. E. any error messages from the console
printout.

e. The C. E. may need directions to get to your
location.

PREPARING THE DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

While the computer equipment is warming up, the operator usually
makes up a schedule of the jobs to be run that day. That schedule
includes the routine jobs run by the center and all special jobs re-
quested to be run.

In most centers, the Computer Center Manager or Operations Manager
provides the computer operator with a weekly or monthly Master
Schedule or the routine "production" jobs which must be run that week
or month and the date and time each job is due. When the operator
makes his daily work schedule, the "production" jobs scheduled for
that day are always given priority because they are jobs which keep
the organization going, such as the calculation and printing of paychecks
for a company, or the attendance and grade reports for a school.

On the next page is an example of a weekly Master Schedule of
production runs a manager might give a computer operator.
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MASTER SCHEDULE CUSTOMER: Principal
APPLICATION: Office Production

DATE: 1-26 to 1-30 TERM/YEAR: Fall, 1972-.,
.0 DESCitlivrION/REPORT NAME INPUT DESCRIPTION

APPROX .
VOLUME

INPUT DUE TO
COMPUTER CENTER

JOB REPORT
DUE TO CUSTOMER

MO. DAY YR. IME MO. DAY YR. TIME

M ailing Labels and List Punched cards 500 1 30 72 . 1 30 72 9 am

I pdatc Grade Master
Gradee Master tape
Update cards 550 22 72 1 28 72 10 am

Oracle Report
Master tape; Update
Grade Master tape 550 1 24 72 1 26 72 10 am

I.ist of CPA's " " 550 1 24 72 1 26 72 1 pm

Failing List ,, .. 550 1 24 72 1 26 72 1 pm

llonot. Hull List - " 550 1 24 72 1 26 72 1 pm

I Tiri: ::;tody Reporttort Punched cards 100 29 72 30 72 9 am

Lpdatil Mailing; File
Mallirg Master Disk
Update cards 20 1 28 72 1 29 72 NOON

Fig. 53 Sample Master Schedule.

But the production jobs aren't the only jobs the operator may have to
schedule for the day. Programmers are continually developing new
programs, and part of their checking procedure is to have the computer
"compile" the new program -- that is, to translate it to machine coding
and to print out all problems encountered in the translating. A new
program may have to be "compiled" several times before the program-
mer gets all the problems smoothed out.

Program compile requests are given to the computer operator in the
form of an instruction (or identification) card together with the punched
cards or paper tape on which the program has been prepared. The
instruction card always indicates clearly what program is being com-
piled, approximately how long the compile run should take, and when
the programmer needs the compile to be finished. On the facing page
is an example of a compile instruction card, showing estimated run
time and date-time due figures:
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System

Program 0

COMPILE INSTRUCTIONS

Program Name AISTA T 3

Date ,f,tt. .444 7.2

Eat. Run Time /0 min,.

Programmer 1.--.37014171.."
....

Compile $ Date - Time Due Operator Comments
1 //14/72 -44004)

Compile 2
Report 3

4

( 5

Fig. 54 Sample compile instruction card.

Once a program has been correctly compiled, it still must be tested
by being run with data. These are called "test" runs and constitute
another kind of job which the operator may be requested to schedule
and run.

Like compile requests, test run requests are given to the operator with
an instruction sheet and the tapes or card decks for the program and
test data. The instruction (or job set-up) sheet for test runs is usually
more detailed than the instruction card used for compile runs, because
test runs usually involve more things for the operator to do in setting
up the equipment for the job. However, the test run instructions will
always specify the approximate run time for the test and the date and
time by which it must be completed. Following is an example of the
top section of a test run's set-up sheet showing the run and date-time
due figures.

System:
Program Identification: Program

it Of

JOB SET- UP SHEET

Program Name
asner

Page I of 1
I)ate:Asw.. t4, /17a
Eat. Run Ttme: 60
Date-Time Due: JAM, Pio"

JOB CONTROL REOUIREMENTa pATA REOUIR

Fig. 55 Top section of a sample test run instruction sheet.
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Generally, compile and test runs do not have priority over production
runs, but the computer operator will always try to fit them into his
daily schedule to meet the programmer's time-due as nearly as possible.

In summary, then, when preparing to make up his daily schedule, the
operator has the list of production jobs and the instruction sheets for
all compile and test jobs to be run that day. For each job, he knows
the time it is due; in addition, the instruction sheet for each compile
and test job gives its estimated run time.

The approximate run time for each production job must also be known
if all the jobs are to be scheduled to "fit" into the day. Usually, the
experienced computer operator is familiar enough with the production
runs that he knows how long each takes. But, tf he doesn't know the
usual run time for a given job, he can always refer to the notebook of
job set-up sheets for the production runs which is kept in the computer
center. These instruction sheets are usually of the same form as those
used for test runs, and always show the run time for the given pro-
duction job.

With the times-due and estimated run times for all production, compile
and test runs for the day, the operator can proceed to set-up his daily
work schedule.

Let's see how he would schedule jobs for a typical day -- say, January
26, 1972. From the Master Schedule, for the period of January 26-30,
shown in Fig. 53 above, the operator sees he will need to schedule the
following jobs to be run on this day:

Grade Report
List of GPA'S
Failing List
Honor Roll List

Due: 10:00 a. m.
Due: 1:00 p.m.
Due: 1:00 p.m.
Due: 1:00 p. m.

Assume he knows that the Grade Report run time is 90 minutes and he
finds from the job setup sheets that each of the three listing runs takes
30 minutes.

In addition, suppose the instruction sheets for compile and test runs
left on his desk indicates that these runs must also be scheduled for
January 26:

Compile -- Math Statistics, Program 03 Due: NOON Run Time: 10 min.
Test -- Math Statistic., Program 01 Due: 3:30 p. m. Run Time: 60 min.
Compile -- Office Supply Report Due: 2:30 p. m. Run Time: 20 min.
Test -- Office Supply Report Due: 2:30 p. m. Run Time: 60 min.
Test -- Drafting Shop Inventory Due: NOON Run Time: 20 min.
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Finally, to make the day a really typical one, assume that one programmer
has asked the computer operator to schedule 60 minutes during the after-
noon in which he can make his own test runs of a program.

The operator's final daily schedule for all these runs might look like the
example below.

DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

OPERATIONS UNIT

Term Fall
Week rTario
Day "TT' y
Date -2L-11-

JOB DESCRIPTION RESCH. TIME DUE STD. RUN
SCHEDULED
PROC. HRS.

Gracie Reports 10 a". qo mitt. 1. S

Test -Drafting sUopInuottonj Nowt ao VAA. . 3

Comp; le - Mg& St a-ciftics *3 Noon 10 min. . k

G.P. A . List 1 to,. 30 min. .5"

Fa Llini List 1 p". 3o M. .6

Honor Roll List 1prm. 30 min. 5

Comp; le ()Wee Suet 2:30 p.4.

2:30 up..

:0 »tin.

tO 6.4in.

.3

1.0Test - 4
"

4

Telt 4a1.11. STA-cis-11c; 41 3:30 p.m. 60 I4 in. 1.0

Proirarnmer Test lime. 4.3o fx... niiii. 1.0

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZATION MI"

0'
6.8 :

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

Tr
MACHINE UTILIZATION

§CH. JOB NOT Ma= HAMM DATE RESCH.

Fig. 56 Sample daily work schedule.
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Now, let's look at the completed scheduled in detail. First, you can
see that all the production runs have been scheduled to be completed
by the due time given on the Master Schedule. Programmer compile
or test requests are fitted into the day so that they do not interfere
with higher priority jobs, but so that they will accomodate the pro-
grammers' due-times as nearly as possible.

Notice on the schedule that the estimated run time for each job has
been entered in the column labelled "Std. Run," which stands for the
commonly used phrase "Standard Run Time."

Also notice the far right-hand column on the schedule headed "Scheduled
Proc. Hrs." -- this heading stands for "Scheduled Process Hours" and
the figures in the column are the parts of an hour (in decimal form) that
each job will take. The first run, for example, has a "Std. Run" of
90 minutes and a "Scheduled Proc. Hrs." of 1.5 hours (or 1 1/2 hours.)
The second run has a 20 minute "Std. Run," hence a "Scheduled Proc.
Hrs." of .3 hours.*

The decimal representations of run times in the "Scheduled Proc. Hrs."
column aid the operator in seeing quickly how many hours of the day
have been scheduled. When the schedule is finished the operator adds
up the total "Scheduled Proc. Hrs." for the day and enters the total
hours on the line for Scheduled Machine Utilization.

if the machine is scheduled to be used for more hours than there are in
in the working day, something must be rescheduled. If all the jobs on
the daily work schedule absolutely must be completed, the computer
operator will work overtime to finish the daily tasks. Usually, however,
one of the programmer's compile or test runs can be processed another
day.

If, for any reason, a job is not completed during the day, the operator
will enter that job in the space provided at the bottom of the daily work
schedule and will reschedule it for later.

Notice that just under the "Scheduled Machine Utilization" line there is
a line for "Adjustment Factor" and one for "Adjusted Machine Utilization."
These lines are used only when some unscheduled job is run during the
day. When such a run is made, the run time is written down (in decimal
form) as the "Adjustment Factor."

*To translate from minutes to parts of hours, simply divide the minutes
by 60 (minutes per. hour and round the answer off to the nearest tenth.
For example, 90 + 60 = 1.5 and 20 + 60 = .3
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If, on a typical day, one unscheduled run were made that took one hour,
the bottom of the schedule would look like this at the end of the day.

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZATION

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

ADJUSTED MACHNE UTILIZATION

a. 6.8
1..0

ELLIN1101EBOCESUO
a

ON

1.8
DATE RISCN.

Fig. 57 Adjustment figures on a daily work schedule.

II Check Your Understandingi

Put a check (A in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. If no one is working on the computer equipment, the operator will
start up the equipment by following which of the procedures below?

a. Switch on the main control switch for the entire system
and everything will start.

b. Switch on each piece of equipment one right after the other
until they are all started.

c. Switch on only the central processor. Other equipment
will be started only when it is needed.

d. Switch on the central processor and wait for the ready
light, then proceed to switch on the other equipment.

7.. Which of the following correctly describes the Master Schedule?

a. It lists run times for all production runs to be made each
day.

b. It is usually a weekly or monthly list of production runs
to be made showing the date and time each run is due.

c. It gives a complete time schedule of all runs to be made
on the computer each week.

d. It is usually a weekly list of compile and test tuns showing
when each is due.
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3. Which of the following is not referred to when making up the daily
work schedule.

a. The Master Schedule.
b. Compile instruction cards.
c. Job set-up instruction sheets.
d. All of the above are referred to.

4. All of the following information is included on the usual daily work
schedule, except

a. the time the input will be given to the operator.
b. the time it will take to run the job.
c. the title of the job.
d. the time the run is due to be finished.
e. the total hours the computer is scheduled for use.
f. parts of hours each job gill run.
g. total hours the computer is actually used.

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 102.

5. Assume you are the computer operator who has made up the daily
work schedule on the opposite page on the morning of January 27, 1972.

100

Suppose that, at noon, a programmer brought you a course listing
program that he needed compiled in a hurry, and suppose you com-
piled it at 4:00 p. m. , using 20 minutes of computer time. Fill in
the schedule given to show how you would record this compile run
on your daily schedule. Then, fill in the total number of hours
the computer was actually used that day.
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DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

OPERATIONS UNIT

Term Fog
Week .1:1C44,2-z_____
Day Tvta day
Date J-47-12

JOB DE SCR I PT ION RESCH. TIME DUE STD. RUN
SCHEDULED
PROC. HRS.

Attendance Repots 9:30.,m 40 m;" .6
Compile - Activity Report Noon 30 mho. .S
Update Stipp Inventory rik 10:p..m. 30 /Mk S
Senior Cumt.datifre Grades Noon js min. .4
Student Address Labels A/eon So "is. .8
Vpdate&dy. inventory File 3:30f . 90 min. 1.3
Compile - Award List 4:30 p-01. ZS. mi". .4

Li6rapy Fde 3:34/uw. 90 miA. 1.5"_ypdate

Programmer Test Time 3:30p.M. 30 mlic .5
Test- P.E. Ey iiipment _rnentorj 4: 30 f.m. 36 si/n.

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZATION 74Po.

Ws.ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

-NIP'ADJUSTED MACHINE UTILIZATIONsok
EILJOB NOT PROCESSED SEA= aen_BAS21.

When you have completed your daily work schedule, check it against
the answer shown on page 159 of the Appendix. Correct your schedule
if it differs from the one shown in the Appendix.
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HOUSEKEEPING CHORES

Once the computer is warmed up, there are several tasks performed
by the computer operator to make the computer ready for daily runs.
These are what you might call computer "housekeeping" chores. The
computer's memory is cleared of old data. This task is often called
"clearing core." In addition, daily dates are stored inside the computer
and it is a part of the housekeeping tasks to change the date from day
to day.

Both clearing core and changing the date are usually done by manipulating
switches on the control panel of the computer. The exact sequence of
steps in each case, however, depends on the computer model and is
always described in the operating manual which comes with the system.

After the computer operator has performed the housekeeping tasks a
few times, he no longer needs to refer to a list of the steps involved.
Since programmers or substitute operators also use the computer on
occasion, however, a list of the steps for their routine tasks is usually
kept on the console for reference.

SETTING UP THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Once the computer system has warmed up and all the housekeeping chores
have been performed, the computer operator is ready to start work on
the jobs of the day. There are actually four distinct steps in the com-
plete handling of the jobs:

1. Setting up for the jobs
2. Running the jobs
3. Documenting the jobs
4. Routing the outputs

So, we'll start here to follow the operator through the first step, setting
up the job, on our typical day, January 26, 1972.

The task of setting up for the day's runs has two phases: first, the
gathering together of supplies and input to be used in the day's runs,
and second, the setting up of the equipment with the input and with
the output forms needed for the first run.

The computer operator usually starts off by checking to see that all
the standard supplies for the., computer equipment are in place, including
paper in the console typewriter, standard printing paper in the computer

102 Answers to questions on n-paget 99-100:
1. (d) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4t (a),
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printer, blank cards ready in the card punch, a scratch disk on the
disk drive, blank tape in the paper tape punch and so forth. Any of
these standard supplies that need replenishing would be collected from
the stock room and placed in position, now.

Next, the operator would gather the card decks, tape or disks, and any
special forms or supplies needed to run the day's jobs. The card decks
or tapes for the test or compile runs of the day are almost always right
at hand, because programmers make it a practice to send their input
along with the instruction sheet to the operator for each such run. So,
collecting these and placing them conveniently near the computer is easy.

The card decks, tape reels and disks with the input for a center's
production runs are all stored in the computer room in card cabinets
or on tape and disk shelves. These are usually quite easy for the exper-
ienced operator to gather together for the day's jobs; he or she needs
only tc note from the daily work schedule what production runs are scheduled
to know what card decks, tape reels and disks need to be on hand at the
computer. Locating them in the cabinets and on the shelves is also
simple for the operator who is familiar with the computer room. Since
the input for production runs is also usually described briefly on the
Master Schedule (see page 94), the operator can also glance at that
schedUle to refresh his or her memory on the specific cards or tapes
needed.

Even for an experienced operator, however, there may be new or infre-
quently run production jobs with which he or she is not at all familiar.
In such cases, the brief description of input on the Master Schedule will
not be specific enough. In these cases, the question will go to the job
set-up sheets kept in a notebook in the computer room. The operator
needs only to locate the job set-up sheet for the given run to get complete
instructions on what input is used in the run and even what special print-
out forms or whatever may be needed.

The Job Set-Up Sheet

You have already seen the top section of a sample job set-up sheet.
While job set-up sheets differ from computer system to computer system,
they all provide the computer operator with basically the same kinds of
information. Here is an exatiple of a typical job set-up sheet, with
explanations of exactly what information is entered by the programmer in
each section of the sheet. Study the following example carefully.
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JOB SET-UP SHEET
system: ..708 NAME
Program Identification: Program # Program Name

.

Page of
Date: 417E =Earls MAW OP
Est. Run Time:
Date-Time Due:

1.0. AJLINIEIZ P12061a0e.S 11,4#46

JOB CONTROL REQUIREMENT

TO.Po;

DATA REQUIRED

Return tr.identification identificatIon
NAME da, woottit or Tool COolflat. 04405,

ETC. FIR 63km PROOR.*W.
MANS OP 04To ewitOo, MOSS, foolne "rii Par

Olt. FM Mt ItuM. 04r* wr two
As 4101.

TAPES REQUIRE:1 Step 1 8 2 St : .

NUM

lib
TAPE 's

Ambo4E

Tape if: I.O. MOWER
Next Use: IThas; *scitArcs ; arc.
Save Time! WM* of Ayr MOW at

1

DISKPACIMAQUIBEL/ Stye_ 1 Ste. 2 atm 4
NameName Name

Oistslre V(

Disk Pack 4: I.D. Ahlot8E/t
Next Use: Vaal , "sexarem", frc.
Save TtmetNWISaa or th1ys74 WE zr.

CONSOLE ENTRY DATA
oPEXATAt 4014. arEED V AMR. 4V Coast, ryAnkstrWk

RA Zr. .........
ALL OArd IS LIMO HERE 7147*

witeld Ma Ase011.4m ma:

(vans SWITCH SETTINQS
Avy sPieut sierra? SETTIAIES MEEDED AK TM RiN 4Q NOM 004 '.

DEPORT REQUIREMENTS

Form
air pan

Pty_ Carriage TapsReport Name

AhimfaXESeggige4 atv POPO 7yAF ell OP eaves SPealltifteiateal of 0,07144.70011
/94 illItsista re Astor puffer

CAVIrcrLy.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (use other side if needed)

Avy 3PEC144- zusrevcriews NEEPEb PM rerno* 0* oR fivAimloif ME 418
ARS fillEal NEAE .

104

Fig. 58 Sample job set-up sheet with explanations.
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Now, look at an es.ample of the job set-up sheet which the operator
might find for the Grade Reports production job on our typical day.

JOB SET-UP SHEET
Systtmll 94,1.4.. Rp0241.,
Program Identification- program a Program Name

l'sge lit 1. of I
Date: 10/11/7
Est. Run Time. 90 414:**-

oat Date-Time Me: jOkehe OW.
'f 101 .411a44A-
* 10.1 - /4".....aftar..

103 )..41.s..
Age s dn. 4.4.11. 004*.S3

JOS CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

),rl
A...1J

QATA REQUIRED,

Return toIdentification Identification
A

i , . 6,01,,,, G,, . . 4 ri t e . 42 . . *I S (At.
IP 11 ( jos-

.. - 10 (I/I Rifseg.L.

et./ ,04./714.4e44.4. Goa' 7e7:..

TAPES REQUIRED Step 1 Step 2_ St .

Name Name Name

,,,,..........

Tape a: .236
Next Use: rte.-
Save Time: 30 days

S".
.,,..,...

(MP/

dx.s.atA- taPecnif:oti The 3'

fa
lir r4

(Arm the a)
..f,Ane_

3o 4.1,4
1:1)SIC PACKS REQUIRED S 1 Step 2 Step 3

Name / Name \ Name
Upd4.1k44 fmat.

4.-444.44.9
Vpd4A4#1,4141.

,...444.14,-\ 60.1 I
dtpA.ii,t

--6
Disk Pack a: 4360/
Next Use: fAyoact 4 Sive Z
Save Time: _

Os Y 1) /23401
AMU-
SailyS

CONSOLE ENTRY DATA Fess. I.
tss.411.4. s 4

6.0114- Cos.ase.,Z 1s.4...- oakevweta.: 314,, 3
3-0......41.4. 1

CONSCILL-SMICIL-SELUMS

REPORT REQUIREMENTS
L'om

,ft

2L_ Carriage TapeReport Name

21100tt G...14 e...../.../".....4.120

044. n.4.. ...0444.044.c

1 4,11 84.4tre.4.4 ja.o. Sig..
4s4- 3 ..94....e44.4. *ea.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (use other side if needed)

...war/Pr CterweeLddle. AG. oodaiLddidA..

9,aft. /1444..4... *int ds...e... .4aoot

Refseir amd.A. m+4 ..4 4114L'

fiall.Y.4

COPL-Viler 044#14).454 lifri
...* .44.4- 1 Clialb 1 , Ao......etig,

.eac.4.06.4.. 4g..
. . 10e e ,4..tetp e:14. .Stlep* 3, .44.4444,-

00 414144.4.4 '4444 ii,..7

....

Fig. 59 Job set-up sheet for Grade Reports job.
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From this sheet, the computer operator can determine just what input
is needed to run the job.

Production programs #101, 102, 103, (on disk pack #000052)

Job control card decks #18, 19 and 20

Data cards: "Grade Master Update Cards"

2 tapes: #236 and a "scratch" (or blank) tape #099

Disk pack #123601

Also note that there are special supplies listed in the REPORTS REQUIRE -
MENTS section of the sheet.

Report card forms (with the #11 Report card form tape needed
for the printer

Standard printing paper (3-ply)

Compare these lists with the job set-up sheet in Fig. 59. Do you see
where each item is located on the sheet?

Let's consider each of these items separately, so that you will know
what each one is and how it would be gathered for the job.

First, whatever programs are needed for the jobs are listed at the top
of the sheet. In this case, the three production programs #101, 102
and 103 are stored on a disk pack #000052. Frequently, a computer
center will store all its production programs together on one disk pack
and this disk pack will be so often used that it will be kept on the disk
drive. If the needed disk is not on the disk drive, however, the oper-
ator would retrieve the correct disk pack #000052 and ready it on the
drive.

Usually, the job control cards or tapes for production run programs are
already prepared and stored in cabinets in the computer room. So when
the control statements are on sets of cards, as in our example, the
computer operator must get the cards from the card cabinet. The
cards in our example may look like the ones illustrated on the facing
page.
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19 Job Control Cards
Or program 102)

IA Job Control Cards
(for program 1011

Fig. 60 Job control cards for grade report job.

The data cards for the job (in this case, the Grade Master Update cards)
would probably have been received from the keypunch room and stored
in a card file until the job is ready to run.

Fig. 61 Data cards for grade report job.

Once gathered, the job control card decks and the data card decks would
be set conveniently near the card reader to be loaded. We will consider
the order in which they are to be loaded in a minute.

Next, the magnetic tapes #236 and "scratzh" tape #099 would be retrieved
from the tape shelves in the computer room. In this case, tape #236
is the Grade Master tape which will be input in Step 1. (Notice the
circled word "IN" in the tape figure in Step 1 on the sheet. This
identifies the tape as input.) Step 2 shows that the "scratch" tape
will become the "Sorted Updated Grade Master" tape that is output.
(Notice "OUT" in the figure for the step.)

Once the two magnetic tapes are gathered for the run, the tape for
Step 1 is mounted on the tape drive. Notice that clear instructions
are given under SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS for when, during the run,
to replace tape #236 with the scratch tape on the tape drive.
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Now, consider the disk packs needed for the job. From the set-up
sheet it is clear that there is only one disk pack for the run beside
the one with the programs on it, and that is disk pack #123601. This
would be retrieved from the disk pack storage shelves and mounted
on the disk drive.

It is true that there is already a disk pack on the disk drive -- the
pack #000051 with production programs on it. Most disk drives, how-
ever, have two stations on which disk packs can be mounted, so the
operator on our typical day can proceed to load disk pack #123601 onto the
the drive without difficulty.

Finally, once all the input devices have been set-up, output forms speci-
fied in the REPORT REQUIREMENT section of the set-up sheet can be
located by the operator. For the printing of report cards, it is clear
that the special card form #280 must be retrieved from the stock room
and loaded into the printer. In addition, the printer must be set-up with
a special carriage tape, #11, which will adapt the printer to print cor-
rectly on these special forms.

Since standard, 3-ply printing paper is needed for the grade report print-
out the operator will also want to obtain a supply of this paper and have
it on hand for use. Notice that the special instructions at the bottom
of the sheet indicate when this report paper is to be loaded in the printer
during the run.

You can see that gathering input and setting up the computer system is
made quite simple by the instructions on the typical job set-up sheet.
See if you can now interpret a job set-up sheet by yourself by answering
the following questions.
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fCheck Your Understanding]

Bead over the job set-up sheet on page 110 and then answer the following
questions.

1. What programs are needed for the run? (Give names and identifi-
cation numbers.)

2. What medium are the programs on?

3. What job control cards are needed?

4. Describe any data card decks needed for the run, giving the name
of each.

5. What magnetic tapes are needed for the run. (Give names and
numbers.)

6. What disk packs are needed for the run? (Give names and numbers.)

7. Describe any special forms needed for this job. (Give names
and descriptions of forms.)
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JOB SET-UP SHEET
system; Tlsr- Snipe Arr As ArLreu,s. LA861.3

Program Identification: program a Program Name
Page L of I
Date. 21/2sln
Est. Run Time: .20 *um.
Date-Time Due: 11 /1S -1 p.m.

4112 CARD-7. -TAPE
*143 Poemr LABELS

(Porolatmits ON DISK McKw000052)

JOB CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

446fis AVId

KA REQUIRED

Return to
Identification Identification

Jos Ow7Roc CARD oe *1 from CA*0-ra.7AAwPa4
- - .2 674 Mho

again All AwAoleo)

NA:WAIF 1.4617- ateas 77lift who

(&Mo.* Aar AnAcktfo)
TAPES REQUIRED Step Ste 2 Step 3 : ..

Name

41110 0 40
snow TT
PAULINO
L Xi!

61Ti P

Tape $: 5c/4Tc (I TAP& "a 017
Next Use: Mar
Save Time: 504y$

PICK PACKS REQUIRED Ste. ..
Step 3

...m.
StA. 4

Name Name

Disk Pack 0:
Next Use:
Save Time:

CONSOLE ENTRY DATA
WW1

CONSOLE SWITCH sErritcas

REPORT REQUIREMENTS

Form my_
1

Carriage TapeReport Name
/MAW. LABELS OvIMSO dASEt.3

(a v)(s - *clean)
05 &Pe MR LAWS

,SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (use other Ade tf needed)

Oki STANWIRD PAPER TO VIEW( SPACZkit,
zs opF, 4ervItAl TO 0040914MMER.

Air .406Ls ay.tat. PAINT A resr P47r4RAI
THE I.A86. pois.#.42 go Aerarreft.

1- RUM 'Plaur LAeet..3- fRothisAM
FM 1-481. SF JPAcsA16

.2- .IF sfrAcza6 is O.K., "et:
FOR S 1-4SELS FOR Absirtearlub

. -
Do you think you have identified all the items of input and output forms
needed for running this job? Check your answers with those given on
page 160 of the Appendix.
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Arranging Job Control Cards and Data Cards

We have followed the operator through the steps of gathering :ill the itiptit
and the output forms and loading the disk packs, the first tape, and the
first printer forms for the Grade Reports job. But, what about the
loading of the job control cards and the data card deck onto the card
reader?

These cards must be loaded onto the card reader in the correct order --
that is, in the order in which they will be used. The typical order is
simple: before each program is run, job control cards for that program
must be in the card reader, ready to be read. So, if a job calls for
three programs (#1, 2 and 3) to be run one after the other, their job
control cards would be loaded on the card reader in the same order.

Fig. 62 Ordering job control cards for loading onto card reader.

If data cards are to be run with any program, the data card deck is
placed just behind the job control cards for that program.

Job Control Cards
(for program 2,

Fig. 63 Ordering of job control cards and data card decks
for loading onto card reader.
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Of course, if job control statements are to be entered on paper tape,
the tapes are entered in the same order as the card decks illustrated
above.

When a job is fairly simple to run, the job set-up sheet usually makes
it clear how the job control cards to tape and data input must be or-
dered for the run. For example, look at the top portion of the job set-
up sheet for the Student Mailing Labels job:

JOB SET-UP SHEET
System:

7isr- 5ei0EAff 11Alt-rmb LAOELS
Page L of 1

Program Identification: Program Program Name Date: Wahl
isa cilia:, -iv ?TAPE Est. Run Time:40 Al M 1 .

*143 pizfuT .42(L3 Date-Time Due: 11/15171 1 PM.

(PPo&RAiks MN Wm Mot 00005a)

JOS CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Identification
.T08 cavritec CARO Welt 1 frog CAV043 -TAPE lim4

Am poor 1.44911.3

(CAW Aft A1pteme0)

DIA REQUIRED

Identification
AficiAlf LAW. CAW

(G4 Os 4.11 AnAv#60)

Return to
rtwoom

TAPES RFOUIRED Step

Tape 0: sourc N TAPE 017
Next Use: Pace
Save Time: SPAys

DISK PACKS REQUIRED

Disk Pack 0:
New Ue *14,..

Fig. 64 Sample job set-up sheet for simple run.

Can you see the order of events in.the run? First, you can see that
the input for the job includes:
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A card-to-tape program (to transfer data from "cards-to-tape.")

A label printing program. (It will print data onto labels.)

Job control cards; #1 and #2 for the programs.

Data: the mailing label cards.

Clearly, the order in the run must be:

1. Card-to-tape program (#142) will process the mailing labels
data cards and transfer the data onto tape.

2. The label printing program (#143) will then process the
mailing list data on the tape and print it onto labels.

So, the job control and data input must be in this order: job control
statements for program #142, data cards, and job control statements
for program #143.

2 Job Control Cards
(for program 14S)

Data Cards
(Mailing LabcII

.1 Joh Control Cird
(for program 1421

Fig. 65 Card input for Student Mailing Labels job.

Not all jobs, however, are so straightforward. For example, look again
at the upper section of the Grade Report job set-up sheet. You can see
that the order of events in this job is quite a lot more complex.
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Syst ent: giazi.Z. Rpott-4.
Program Identificatt:Im Program a Program Name

*101 .4tes..4.-

6'103
94:14..- 14aertatrt.* lo 2

lme ,...r.A.,, an. dask pacal. da'0000,4:2)
JOB CONTROL REQUIREMENTS DAVA REQUIRED

Identification Identification Return toi r i eai rZ. e4 .4 4 D- 0 .. 16 (h. "AV) iA 440724 afid'A 464'i' 7
IP11 Aiv

.. - *go (on Ap.I.U. 1:i J

JOB SET-UP SHEET
Page # 1. of 1
Date. 10/11/70
Est. Run Time. fono-
Date-Time Due:1414D - Vest.

Tape I: 436
Next Use. avec-
Save Time 30 days

DISK PACKS REQUIRED

Name
Uptaaa 1A414.

Disk Pack I: /2360i
Next Use: 4.:y at Rs. 2-
Save Time:

Step 3
Name

C. lia

aaio
t

/ S3 COI

Says

Fig. 66 Upper section of Grade Report set-up sheet.

Only careful study of the set-up sheet will clarify the flow of events
in this job and therefore make it clear how the job control cards and
data cards should be ordered.

Look at the information given on this set-up sheet, paying close atten-
tion to what data on tape or disk is input (marked "IN") and what is
output (marked "OUT") in each step of the run. Try to see the relation-
ship between the programs (listed at the top of the sheet) and the data
on cards, tapes, and disks that are processed. With ..-.reful study
you should see that the flow of events and the consequent order of job
control and data cards areas follows:
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Step Mt: G radf: M:v;ter tape 23 is input and Updated
Grade master data is output on disk. This means simply
that the data on tape #236 is to be updated with new data
and output onto disk. To update it, obviously the Grade
Master Update program 4101 must be used along with the
Grade Master Update data cards.

The job control cards for the Update program 4101 would
therefore be placed at the front of the card stack for this
job and the deck of update cards would go second.

Card Order Begins

ata Cards
(Grade Master Update)

(18 Job Contvol ("aids
Ifor program 1011

Step 2 -- The Updated Grade Master data on disk (created
in Step 1) is input and Sorted Updated Grade Master data
is output on tape. To sort the data, clearly the Grade
Master Sort program #102 must be used. So, the job
control cards for the Sort program would be placed next
in the stack for this job.

Card Order Becomes

(11119 Job Control Cards
for program 102)

Bata Cards
(Grade Master Update) 1.

'18 Job Control Cavils
(for program 1011
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Step 3 -- The Sorted Grade Master data now on tape (created
in Step 2) is input and the G. P. A. data is output on disk
while two reports are printed. What program must be used
to process the Sorted Grade Master data to produce the G. P. A.
data and print the report? It must be the Grade Reports
program #103, because it has not yet been used and there is
no further step in which to use it. So, the job control cards
for this program are placed at the end of the stack.

Card Order Becomes

19 Job Control Card
(for program 102)

ata Cards
(Grade Master Update

18 Job Control Card.
(for program 101)

You can see from this example that the job set-up sheet clearly iden-
tifies the input data and the tapes and disk packs needed for even a
complex job, but it may not give a very clear picture of the step by
step flow of programs and data in the job. Consequently, for complex
jobs, programmers usually provide not only a job set-up sheet but also
a flowchart which clearly shows the sequence of events in the run.

Such flowcharts are usually called job stream flowcharts. Here is an
exampht of a job stream flowchart for the Grade Reports job.
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GRADE
PIASTER 4RADR MASTER

TAPE uPIXTE CA RS
`JO

GRADE MASTER
UPDATE PROGRAM

lol

,..

GRADE MASTER
(ou otsk)

UPOMED(

GRADE MASTER
SORT ModemI

Doc Umuir
REPORT

CARDS

TE D
tr_

A E
TED

GA
t1.0)6;Crt

GRADE REPORTS
PROGIIA

M& 103

_±
DOLUMEIJT

GRADE
REPORT

Fig. 67 Job stream flowchart for Grade Reports job.

Notice how clear this flowchart makes the flow between the programs
and the data on tapes, cards and disks. In addition, the chart also
shows the output very clearly: two document; (report cards and grade
reports) and a G.P.A. list (of data) on disk.

If you had this flowchart to work from, you would have no doubt what
programs were used when and with what data cards. Consequently,
the ordering of job control cards and data cards would be very simple.
The job control cards would be put in the same order as the programs
they control. Any data card deck would then be inserted behind the
job control cards for the program that is used to process it.
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ICheck Your Understanding'

1. Show how you would order the following job control cards and data
cards for a job by writing the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the
line beside the appropriate cards.

Job control cards for second program
Job control cards for third program
Job control cards for first program

__Data cards for first program
Data cards for second program

2. Study the job set-up sheet and the job stream flowchart shown below
for Student Mailing Labels job.
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a. Describe any job control cards or tape and/or data cards
or tapes needed for this job. (Give names and identifica-
tion numbers.)

b. In what order would these cards or tapes by loaded into
a card or tape reader? List them (by name and number)
to show the correct order:

i)

ii)

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 121.

The Job Log.

Now, returning to our typical day, let's assume the operator has loaded
not only the tapes, disk and output forms, but also the punched card
input. At this point, there is only one more task he must do before he
can run the job.

As you saw in the section about making out a daily work schedule, cer-
tain times (such as standard run time or estimated run time) were
important. These time-notations allowed the operator to find an estimate
of computer time to be used during the day. But, for each day's work,
the computer center and company management need to know how much
computer time is actually being used on each job. To keep track of
actual run times for each job during the day the computer operator
usually records the actual time a job is started and the time it is
completed is a log called a "job-log."

The typical job log has a place for identifying the system and programs
being run. The computer operator fills in the description of the job
on the job log and records the actual time he is starting the job as is
shown in the illustration on the following page.
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Week

Day

JOB LOG
1-.76-7: -lo 1-30-7.2 Date 1-26-7.2

Hen hl
Start
Time System Name Program

Numbers
Application
Description

Time
Finished

8....6_.32tpairs, /0610.2,/d3
Rota& eaoldot. 4414

feutok. 400Irs.

Fig. 68 Job log, showing actual "starting time" for a job.

Now that the actual start time has been recorded, the computer operator
is ready to run the Grade Reports job.

RUNNING THE JOB

To start a job running, the computer operator must always enter an
instruction on the console typewriter to tell the computer to start read-
ing the job control cards for the first program.

The specific instruction to read the job control cards is unique to each
computer system. In addition, some systems require a read-instruction
for only the first set of job control cards and some require an instruc-
tion for each set of job control cards in the stack. The correct use
of instructions for a given system is always described in the operator's
manual for the particular system.

Once the run is started, the operator's responsibility becomes simply
one of monitoring the process to see that everything is proceeding cor-
rectly and of making any mid-run console typewriter entries or media
changes that are required by the job. All such operator interventions
are made clear on the set-up sheet for the particular job.

For example, from the set-up sheet for the Grade Reports job, it is
clear that only three interventions need to be made by the operator in
mid-run. Look at the copy of the set-up sheet on the next page and
see if you can spot them.
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JOB SET-UP SHEET
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Fig. 69 Grade Reports job set-up sheet.

Answers to questions on pages 118-119:
1. (3,5,1,2,4) 2. (a). (Job Control
Paper Tapes #16 and i!18. No data
cards or tapes) (b)(1) (Job Control
Paper Tape 016) (b)(ii):;(Job Control
Paper Tape 018) (b)(iii) (none)



The first intervention is indicated under "Console Entry Data." The
instructions here mean that, when asked on the console typewriter, the
operator must enter the current school term, using the code "1" if it
is a fall term, "2" if winter, "3" if spring, and "4" if summer. The
console entry is entered into the computer on the console typewriter.

The next two operator interventions are described under "Special Instruc-
tions" on the set-up sheet. The first says when to remove the Grade
Master tape and to load the scratch tape. If only one tape drive is
available, here's 'where we solve the problem of having two magnetic
tapes in one job. When the Update Grade Master program is completed,
the computer will stop. At this point, the operator must remove the
Grade Master tape from the tape drive and load a blank tape, called
a "scratch tape" by most computer operators.

The second instruction indicates that a change in output media must be
made in Step 3. Here's a case where a programmer has placed a
"Stop" instruction in the middle of a program. The computer will stop
to allow the operator to replace the report card form with standard
printer paper. He, can then start the computer run again and the printer
will begin printing the final output, the Grade Report.

The entire job process is shown in the chart found below. The chart
describes the interaction of the operator, the central processor and
the input/output devices as the job is run.
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OPERATOR IN ACTION CPU IN ACTION I/O DEVICE IN ACTIO

On console typewriter,
enters instruction to
read job control cards
for Grade Master
Update program.

Card reader reads Job
control cards.

Gets Grade
Master Update
program.

Disk drive reads
Update program.

Console typewriter
types request for term
number.

Enters correct number
for current term.

Card reader reads in
Update cards.

Matches Update
cards to Grade
Master tape.

Tape drive reads
Grade Master tape.

Disk drive writes
Updated Grade Master.

Stops
Removes Grade Master
tape; loads scratch
tape. Starts computer
running gain.

Card reader reads in
job control cards.
Disk drive reads
Sort program.

Gets Sort
program.
Sorts. Disk drive reads

Updated Grade Master.
Stops

Gives instruction to
read job control cards

Card reader reads Job
control cards.

Gets Grade
Report program.

Disk drive reads Grade
Report program.
Printer prints Report
Cards.
Disk drive writes
G. P. A. List.

Stops
Changes printer to
standard paper.
Starts computer again.

Printer prints Grade
Report.

Stops.

"Chart 70 Chart of job process.
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Documenting a computer job involves such tasks as noting on the job
log the time the job is completed and labelling all card decks, tapes
and disks. If any computer problems or computer operator errors
occur during the run process, the nature of the problem may be re-
corded on a trouble log, which we will discuss later.

Fillin In the Job Log_

Looking again at the job log, you will see a column for the time the job
was completed. As the first step in documenting the job, the computer
operator logs in the time the job was finished as shown on the job log
below.

week

Day

JOB LOG
1-.16-7 40 1-30-7,2 Date 1-26 -7,2

Mindff

Start
Time System Name

Program
Numbers

Application
Description

Time
Finiabeti

8:16 inailz-epetrti /04104,103
Rer esseas.. sou!.

AAA. ki,,,nrz.
n. A A, Ili
7..40

Fig. 71 Job log, with "Time Finished" column filled in.

Labelling Input and Output

Labelling cards, tapes and disks for storage is the computer operator's
next documenting task. A tabbed card, like the one illustrated on the
next page, is usually used to identify card decks in the card-cabinet.
When documenting the job, the operator would naturally fill-out such
a tabbed card for any new card input or output to be stored in the
cabinet.
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/Oracle Master\
Update Cards

RUN DATE / -47g- 74 FILE 4

CARD DESCRIPTION /744/4 .145144 0/9044 C:GuIS

OPERATOR d °2'7

Fig. 72 Tabbed card for file of card decks.

A gummed label should then be made for each new tape or disk output
which must be saved for future use. The labels are usually marked
with the identifying name and number of the program or data. In the
case of the Grade Report job, for example, there is a final output tape
to be labelled "Sorted Updated Grade Master" and a disk file to be
identified on the disk pack label as "G. P. A. List. " The illustration
below shows how a tape or disk pack may look after they are labelled.

lag
Fig. 73 Magnetic tape and disk pack with labels.

The Trouble Log

Suppose during the Grade Reports run, one of the computer devices
failed to operate. Sometimes, the computer operator can bypass pro-
blems if they are minor ones. Other times he may have called a C. E.
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A card jam is a common problem reported by computer operators. Some-
times when a card jams, card particles remain to cause card reader
errors. The computer operator may bypass the problem, but should
still note it in the trouble log. The trouble log serves as a mainten-
ance guide to the customer engineer.

The card jam might be entered in the trouble log as it is in the illustra-
tion below.

Date /-.24
Time 8:5 A.M.
Operator A.F.

Location of Problem eenriter POOni

TROUBLE LOG

Time C.E. Notified fa) A J4.
Time Machine Fixed /0:05A.M.

Machine Identification Card Reader (C3_xRgq019

.Description of Problem Card pat;cies reWWII, it?

card reader doe Zid card jam. Causes card

reader errors. seeds maintenance ciean/l.

Fig. 71 Sample trouble log entry.

Along with the original set-up sheet for a job, the computer operator
often gets a distribution sheet such as the one pictured in the following
figure. This sheet is ordinarily filled out by the programmer to indi-
cate how the final reports from the run are to be handled.

As you can see from the sample distribution sheet for the Grade Reports
job, three routine things which can be done to output reports; they can
be decollated (the carb6ns can be removed from report copies), burst
(the pages can be separated at the perforated lines), and/or bound (pages
can be fastened together with clips or other fasteners). In
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addition, each output may be routed to a particular person or depart-
ment for use.

Program If /0/i /04
DISTRIBUTION SHEET

3

/63

Number of Copies

System 9radePeporTs
File grade. Plaster

Report Name
Decol-
late Burst Bind

Route To:
Person and Dept

Special
Instructions

ReporT Cards Odiez...

Grade ge port V .

Copy 1 (/ OA6ic..2...

Copy .2
, 14K fra.t..
v Peon. 4 sy.4.6b4

Cof1 3 ,, Ms. /piston
;pa /'' Vicz.-.- Principal

__.------.*._ __.--1_ ___..------- . ---- \...

Fig. 75 Sample distribution sheet.

Is the sample distribution sheet perfectly clear to you? Notice the
entries for the Grade Report. Only the complete Grade Report output
by the job needs to be decollated and burst. After that, each of the
three decollated and burst copies must be bound and routed separately.

In cases where the output needs to be routed promptly to different peo-
ple, you can see how useful the distribution sheet is. It saves much
time in preparing the output and forwarding it just as soon as it is
produced. Whenever there is no distribution sheet, the set-up sheet
always indicates to the operator where to route the output -- usually
directly back to the programmer.
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Check Your Understandind

Put a check ( in the box(es) beside the correct answer(s) to the
following questions.

1. Which of the following items is not written in on the typical job
log?

a. the time a run is started
CI b. program number(s)

c. names of cards, tapes and disks
d. time a run is completed

2. Documenting a job includes all but one of the following. Which one
is not a part of documentation?

1:3 a. writing up the daily work schedule
b. labelling tapes and disk packs
c. completing the job log
d. making up tabbed cards for card decks

3. In the final handling of output, when reports are "decollated", they
are

a. stapled together
b. numbered and stacked
c. separated at perforated lines
d. none of the above

4. When final output is "burst,"

a. it is thrown away
b. it is corrected and rerun
c. the carbons are removed
d. the pages are separated at perforated lines

5. Which of the following items is not included on a typical distribution
sheet?

a. names of output documents
b. instructions for what to decollate, burst or bind
c. time the job is completed
d. name of person or department to route output to

Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 130.
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GUIDELINES FOR TROUBLE-SHOOTING

In computer operations, there are three general types of trouble which
can develop: hardware problems, software problems or job stream pro-
blems. The following section will provide you with some guidelines for
handling these problems.

Common Hardware Problems

Some of the most common machine problems encountered by computer
operators are described below and the general ways of handling them
are indicated. To diagnose and handle any specific problems on a
specific machine, however, the competent computer operator will always
be certain he is thoroughly familiar with the machine and the operating
procedures outlined in the operator's manual accompanying it.

Card Reader Problems

1. A card may not read properly due to improper placement in
the hopper. R eplacing it in the hopper in the correct position
will take care of the problem. If improper reading is due to
an off-punch (a punch that is out of line), the card must be
repunched and placed back in the deck.

2. A card may become jammed in the hopper, read station or
stacker. The jammed card must be removed and any card
particles swept from the card reader. The card should be
replaced by a newly punched card. If the operator is unable
to remove all card particles when a card jams, a customer
engineer must be called to service the card reader before it is
is used again.

3. In the case of an invalid punch on a card (where the key punch
has failed to punch a usuable code in a column), the card rea-
der will stop. The card must be repunched correctly and run
again.

Magnetic Tape Drive Problems

1. If the device has trouble reading a tape, the tape should be
tried on the,ch-ive it was created on. If that drive works,
the find drive is not functioning. The device needs to be
setrVICV(I.



2. If the tape drive glass window sticks or only closes halfway,
the C. E. should be called.

3. If the tape refuses to load, the door should be checked. The
door must be completely closed before the device will run.

4. Errors in reading a tape may indicate oxide deposits or dust
on the tape.

5. The operator should make sure all tapes are kept in covers
when not in use.

6. If I/O errors persist, the tape may be worn out.

Printer Problems

130

1. To avoid paper jams, the operator should always check for
correct insertion of paper and forms.

2. Tension control should also be watched, because incorrect
tension may cause paper to jam. If a paper jam occurs
or if the position of the form is incorrect, the operator
should press the printer stop key and correct the condition.

3. Skipping of paper or incorrect forms .spacing may be due to a
worn carriage tape (if the machine uses carriage tapes), the
wrong type of form being used, or an incorrect line-drive setting.
All of these or their equivalent, should be checked.

4. Loss of print positions at the beginning of a report may be due to
misplaced or worn ribbon, incorrect form, or incorrect position
of form.

5. If the printer does not show a ready state, one of the following may
be the reason:

An end-of-form condition may be indicated. In this
case, more paper or forms must be placed in the
printer and the printer restarted.

Forms may not be feeding properly. The position of
paper in the printer should be checked and adjusted.

Carriage sensors or typebar may not be in ready
position. The procedure for securing them to run
should be checked.

1.50
Answers to questions on page 128:
1. (c) 2. '(a) 3. (d) 4. (d) 5. (c)
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Often if the lower door to the printer is not secured,
the printer will not function. If, while loading new
paper, the lower door has been ajar, it should be
secured.

Magnetic Disk Problem -- "Head Crash"

Sometimes a foreign particle or object gets caught between the magnetic
surface and the read/write heads on a disk. This condition causes the
read/write head to damage the disk surface. Damage to a disk surface
may cause further damage if the disk pack is used on another drive.
The problem should be taken care of immediately so further damage is
not done.

The following indicators may tell the operator that a head crash has
occurred:

Sudden and persistent read errors.

Unusual noise from a disk drive, which could go from
a tinkling sound within the drive to a screeching sound.

The steps to be followed in case of a head crash are:

1. Stop the computer and remove the damaged disk pack.

2. Note the head crash in the trouble log.

3. Call a C. E. to repair the disk drive.

4. Proceed with computer runs only after the disk drive
has been repaired.

Software Malfunctions

As you will recall, there are two kinds of software: the operating system
(usually provided by the manufacturer) and the other programs (provided
by user's programmers). The computer operator usually cannot solve
software problems, but he can help by identifying any malfunctions and
relaying this information to the manufacturer or programmer.

Whenever a problem arises in the operating system, it is usually reported
directly to the manufacturer who provided this software. The computer
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operator will always indicate as clearly as possible the symptoms of the
problem which he may have encountered.

You will remember that, before a program is ready for testing (and
then use), it is first compiled. During the compile run, the program
is loaded and output onto some medium as well as onto the printed paper
from the printer. As the program is printed out, diagnostic messages
(error messages) are printed by the printer. On most computers, these
error messages may be of two kinds: warnings or "fatal" messages.

The difference between the two is just this: when, in compiling a pro-
gram, the compiler notes a minor error, it prints out a warning message.
When it discovers a crucial error (one that will stop the program from
running if used in its present form), the compiler sends out a "fatal"
message. When the printout from compiling is done, the programmer
uses both kinds of error messages to help him correct his program.

The computer operator needs to be concerned with these error messages
only when he is running a combined compile-then-test job for a program-
mer. Clearly, in such a case, if a "fatal" message is given during the
compile run, he can not go on to test the program. The program would
just stop at the crucial error. When running a combined job, then, a
"fatal" message would cause the operator to stop the run after the com-
piling was done and to return the input and the printout to the program-
mer for correction.

Errors in Job Stream

Sometimes a programmer will make errors in filling out a job stream
flowchart, a job set-up sheet, or even in his instructions to the data
preparation people about preparing the program or data.

Such job stream errors are often noted by the computer operator before
a run is made (as when the programmer has failed to identify what media
to use for output from a run). During a run, errors in the input or out-
put media specified by the programmer may be encountered when output
"looks" odd, does not fit the forms, and so forth. Any incorrect informa-
tion in these areas must be corrected by the programmer before the
operator can complete the job successfully.

If a large job is being run which involves various different programs
and outputs, it has often originated with the systems analyst. Any job
stream difficulties encountered in these cases are, of course, referred
back to the system's analyst.
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HANDLING OF THE DATA MEDIA

Here are some helpful points to remember about handling data in the
form of punched cards, magnetic tape or disks.

Handling Punched Cards

1. Punched card decks should be handled with care. Any crimping
or marking of punch cards can produce card reader errors.

2. if a card deck appears to be worn on the edges, feproduce the
entire deck to prevent unnecessary card reader errors.

3. Cards which are off-punched often cause card reader errors.
A card gauge may be used to check an off-punch in a card.
The card should be repunched and returned to its place in
the card deck.

Handling Paper Tape

1. Punched paper tape is relatively fragile and must be handled
carefully. Creased, torn or wrinkled tape will jam in the tape
reader and/or cause tape reader errors.

2. Worn or damaged paper tape should be reproduced to insure
a good copy of the tape for use.

3. Paper tapes should be stored in rolls in plastic or paper boxes
to minimize the danger of tearing, creasing or perforation.

Handling Magnetic Tape

1. Magnetic tapes should be kept on tape reels and stored in plastic
tape containers. Since the magnetic surface of tapes is highly
fragile, great care should be taken in the handling of them.

2. Magnetic tape reels should be kept free of dust. A lint-free
cloth may be used to remove .any accumulated dust.
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3. To keep these tapes in good condition, it is necessary to be
sure the tape drive unit is kept clean. After about eight hour.:
of use, the drive should be dusted with a lint-free cloth. The
read/write heads and the drive mechanis m should be cleaned
according to the instructions in the operator's guide for the
particular device.

Disk Pack Handling

1. To protect the delicate surfaces of the disks, the plastic top and
bottom covers should be kept on the pack whenever the pack
is not in use on the disk drive.

2. Disk packs should be stored flat on shelves -- never stacked
one on top the other or stored on edge.

3. Disk packs should be stored away from sunlight or fire hazard.
An enclosed metal cabinet provides good protection. The storage
area should be kept at a temperature between 60 and 90 F, with
humidity from 10% to 80%.

Labelling Magnetic Tapes and Disk Packs

Small, adhesive labels may be placed on the cover of the tape reel or
disk pack. The label should clearly identify the data stored on the tape
or disk pack.

134

1. Use labels that are applied or removed easily.

2. Write on the label with something which does not leave particles
of dust, like a felt pen.

3. Write the label before you place it on the disk pack or tape
reel.

4. On disk packs, labels should be placed only on the cover. Never
place labels on disk surfaces. On tape reels a label should
be placed on both the reel itself and on the reel container.

5. Use a new label for every change of identification. Erasing
labels leaves particles which may damage disk or tape surfaces or
read/write heads.
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PART V AN EXERCISE IN COMPUTER OPERATION

INTRODUCTION

Now that you are familiar with the various kinds of tasks a computer
operator performs on a typical day, here's a chance for you to put
your understanding to work. In the exercise which follows, you will
have to act as the computer operator on a typical day, June 16, 1972,
filling out all the appropriate schedules and logs and running one com-
plete job from beginning to end on the computer. *

Follow all the instructions and suggestions carefully as you go along,
and be sure to check your work with the answers provided in the
Appendix whenever you are instructed to.

The job you will be required to run on the computer is the Grading
System job (with program NSORT and the Quarter Test Grade Sort Data)
you saved from your work in the manual, THE ELEMENTS OF DATA
PREPARATION. So, before proceeding with the exercise, you should
retrieve the Grading System input you saved on paper tape, mark-sense
cards and/or punched cards. Determine which of the input media you
can use with your computer system, then keep the input which is on
that medium and set the other input aside. For example, if your com-
puter system has a punched card reader as its only input device, you
would select to use the Grading System input you prepared on punched
cards and to set your paper tapes and mark-sense cards aside.

PREPARING THE DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

In this exercise, you will be acting as the computer operator on the
typical day of June 16, 1972. Assume that your computer and the input/
output devices have all been started, and that you are ready to make up
your daily work schedule.

*If you do not have a computer available to you for running this job,
you can still go through all of this exercise, skipping just the last
section on "Running the Grading System Job."
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The Master Schedule of production runs for the week of June 13-17,
1972, is shown in Fig. 76 below. In addition to the jobs scheduled
there for June 16, assume that the following runs have been requested
for the same day:

Test -- Faculty Reporting (three separate runs)
Computer Utilization
Compile -- Senior Absences (two runs needed, maybe three)
Grading System

Fig. 77 on page 139 shows the top portion of the job set-up sheets for
each of these jobs. A copy of the instruction card for the compile run
is also shown.

Using the information given on the Master Schedule and the instruction
sheets, make up your daily work schedule for June 16, 1972. Fill in
your complete schedule on the blank schedule form on page 140.

MASTER SCHEDULE CUSTOMER: 9g-e ...
APPLICATION: Amerazodst

DATE: 03 1. V7/77 TERM/YEAR: Sksorg4,4" /9 74

XD DESCRIPTION/REPORT NAME INPUT DESCRIPTION
'Payroll lledace teal
? roll Nester

INPUT
APPROX.
VOLUME

58

DUE TO
COMPUTER CENTER

,

JOB REPORT
DUE TO CUSTOMER

MO.

6

DAY

is
YR.

72

IME

8:36m
MO

6

DAY 1

a
YR.

72

TIME

9:0
Am,tom ora

Atount aesia6k 4 Master
as e Cards Moo 6 /3 72 1

0:3o
Apt 6 /4 72 Nom'

Actium& Paya4k itfr "serer
OP Wart Cards /050 6 ill 72

0:0hp, 6 /S 72 Alooal

/nyeatafy kleloort /noPeataiy Zipe 43-0 g a 72 Tv. 6 /7 ?A 94.1

Class lists - Fall Student Mager ssO 4 /6 72 Alopii g /e 72 3 Pm

. . .

138

Fig. 76 Master Schedule for week of June 13, 1972.
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DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

OPERATIONS UNIT

Term
Week
Day
Date

JOB DESCRIPTION RESCH. TIME DUE STD. RUN
SCHEDULED
PROC. HRS.

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZAT!ON

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR WIN

ADJUSTED MACHINE UTILIZATION
5CH. JOB NOT PROCESSED DATE RESCIi.

140

I

Fig. 78 Daily Work Schedule form for June 16, 1972. 1

5.59



i.

When your daily schedule is complete, compare it with the version
shown on page 161 of the Appendix. Does your schedule include all
the runs and the appropriate due time, standard run time and scheduled
processing hours for each? Does your "Scheduled Machine Utilization"
figure agree with the one shown on the Appendix version? Also, check
to see if you have scheduled all runs so they will be completed by their
due-times. Using the sample schedule in the Appendix as a model,
correct or improve your schedule in any way that you think it needs it.

7 RUNNING THE FIRST JOB -- ON PAPER

Now, assume that all the housekeeping chores have been done on your
computer and you are ready to set up your computer equipment for the
first job of the day, which should be the Payroll Reports job.

Setting Up the Job

The Payroll Reports job set-up sheet and job-stream flowchart are
shown on the next two pages. Study them until you have a good under-
standing of what the job will involve. Then, rather than setting up
the actual computer equipment to run the job, answer the preliminary
questions on page 144 and then fill in the diagram on page 145 to show,
on paper, how the equipment for this job should be set up.
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PAYROLL
MATER
vier.;

la)

413 PArtou.
UPDATE CARO

PAyRoLL UP OATE
PRo6gAM

sl Aso

PAyRoLLPAyROLL MArIER

(ow otstc)

PAYROLL SORT
PRD6RAM

251

PAIRou.
NA.STER.

\ZIAPE

Kamp
I

PAy ROLL REfbons
PROGRAM

4.20

Doe.Doe-v.40S

PAYcNECxS

OEOuert ow Fits

Cow omic)

Pocuk elvt
PAy ROLL
REfooLTs

Fig. 79 Job-stream flowchart for Payroll
Reports job.
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JOB SET-UP SHEET
sy,t PAYROLL REPotan
Program IdentlfleutIon: Program It Program Name

Page , I of I
Date. 1011,110
Est. Run Time: 60 Rug.
Date -Time Due:

ozca PAyttoLL uPDAPTEisi p4yR61.t. sOLT
A r l fitYR,t.t. Repeats

(PEOGEADLS 4U 40.1 Daft &tit 16161141)

JOB CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Pa")
POGO)

Poo%)

DATA REQUIRED

Return toIdentification Identification
SOS Co Mho.. CA142 -"war Ile OPDA%

,, .. - si 24 fist Saar
s. .. - ° 21 (4411. ftebas

grs.pAyitat.4. upon Chvias Mt.*.

TAPES REQUIRED Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Ste 4

Name Name Name ame
Pnytou..
MAgII TAPE

Tape $: IV
Next Use: 'rote
Save Time: 30 DAT'

UPDATED
PA PALL

11
.1..

SCIJITtit THE '1'013
(wirr yo slop 1)

VPIMOD
Asia

(POW STEP a)
TIMM
30 &WS

DISK PACKS REQUIRED Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

a

Name Name Name Namo
(pomeD pAysio,)

MAIT6R

Cra)

(Pomo PAyli
1041111IR

ab
ot 00CnoWS
PM

Coe)

Disk Pack m: 12,4,47,
Next Use: (1014r to prep 2.)
Save Time:

(PReft SNP
scum%

1) 124142
1150.11
30 DNA

CONSOLE ENTRY DATA FALL ID .1."
"V
"I"
4*

worrea.
Tem.% : %PIM.

fvulAill.
CONSOLE SWITCH SETTINGS *1 -ow

REPORT REQUIREMENTS
Form Ply Carriage TapeReport Name

PAy6Itar.W.S III,3015 1 J2'3 PAyetrick. Mew
PAyaou... tageoars ISTAAIOAAA 3- Pay %TALI POLO

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (use other side if needed)

COMPL6 TED .

Phy(lou,.. PlArnia. TAP, Amp LoAD

3, LOAD STp4oDA110 PA WM PAPett.

COU'OKT CUSTOMER- IF Tee Oar
boTE: AT 8110 op %IMP 2. ,ReateVe

Sue/El-CIA TAPF.

Ar T1tE STOP aaJ VW

Fig. 80 Job set-up sheet for Payroll Reports job.
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Preliminary Questions for Payroll Reports Job

1. What job control cards are needed? (Give identification numbers.)

2. What punched card data is required to run the job? (Give names
and numbers.)

3. What magnetic tapes must be found in the tape library? (Give
names and numbers.)

4. What disk packs are to be used? (Give names and numbers.)

5. What data that is output on tape or disk pack during this run will
be saved at the end of the job? (Give identification number.)

6. What output forms are needed for the printer in this run? (Give
names and form descriptions. )

When you have filled in the above answers, check to be sure your lists
are complete by comparing your answers with those given on page 162
of the Appendix.
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I

t

I

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES CIPUT TO BE LOADED
ON DEVICE S ec

Fig. 81 Setting up equipment for Payroll Reports job.
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4

When you have finished filling in the set-up diagram, compare yours
with the answer shown on page 163 of the Appendix. Correct your set-up
up plan, if it needs it.

I
Running the Job

Now with the equipment set up, assume you are ready to start your
run.

According to the set-up sheet for this job on page 143, what sense
switches must be on at the start of the job?

Sense Switch Setting:

(The correct switch setting is switch number two in the "on" position.)

On the basis of the set-up sheet, decide which of the following inter-
ventions you are going to have to make during this run. Put a check
in the box beside the applicable intervention(s).

ID 1. Splitting the paychecks apart.

2. Loading standard printer paper during Step 3.

3. Changing sense switches at Step 1.

4. Entering the current term as the computer requests it.

5. Loading a new disk pack after Step 2.

6. Loading a scratch tape after Step 2.

(Check to see if your interventions are correct. The ones you should
have marked are numbers two, four and six. Get them right? If not,
look again at the job set-up sheet and see why 2, 4, and 6 are the only
interventions required.)

Now, assume it is 8:45 a. m. and that you have started the job. Begin
your day's job log by filling in the information for this first job.
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I

I

1.

4.

Week

Day

. JOB LOG

Date

Start
Time System Name

Program
Number.

Application
Deaoription

Time
Finished

Fig. 82 Job log for clime 16, 1972.

At 9:05 a.m., suppose the disk drive begins to make a loud noise and
you have a "head crash" to deal with. Assume that you have a "back-
up" copy of all disk packs with production programs on them for use in
such emergencies.

Listed below are steps to trouble shooting you would take to correct
the head crash problem. Put the steps in the order in which you
would implement them.

Note the problem on the trouble log.

Place a duplicate disk on the disk drive and
rerun the Payroll Reports job.

Stop the running of the job and remove the
damaged disk pack from the disk drive.

Call a C. E. and have the head crash problem
corrected.

(Check your answers using the key at the bottom of page 149.)
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Since the job log for the day needs to reflect the actual machine time
used by each job, you will have to show on your log that the first run
of Payroll Reports job stopped at 9:05 a. m. Go back, then and enter
this time in the "Time Finished" column of your day's job log on page
147. When the head crash problem is fixed, the entire Payroll Reports
job will have to be run from the beginning again, so you will be enter-
ing the job in your log, again, with a new start and finish time.

The disk drive problem will also have to be written up in the trouble
log for your computer. Using the sample trouble log sheet below,
write up your report on the problem.

Date
Time
Operator

TROUBLE LOG

Time C. E. Notified
Time Machine Fixed

Location of Problem

Machine Identification

Description of Problem

s......---"----........--- -----.........----------,..........-----

Fig. 83 Trouble log report on
June 16, 1972 head crash.

In the case of this head crash, assume that the customer engineer
came promptly and was able to put the disk drive back into working
order by 10:10 a. m. At this point, you can start your Payroll Reports
job over. Enter this starting time for your second run of the job on
your job log on page 147.
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Assume that all goes well on this second run, and that the job is
finished by 11:02 a. m.

(Check your log against the completed version shown on page 164 of the
Appendix. Correct yours, if it is inaccurate or incomplete.)

Documenting the Job

Your first step in documenting this job would, of course, be to complete
your entry of the job in your job log by filling in the "Time Finished"
column. Go back to your log on page 147 and fill it in. Then, check
the accuracy of your log by comparing it with the one shown on page
165 of the Appendix. Correct yours if it needs it.

Now, document the #13-Payroll Update cards by filling in the necessary
information on the tabbed card form provided in Fig. 84 below.

RUN DATE FILE 41

CARD DESCRIPTION

OPERATOR

Fig. 84 Tabbed card for Payroll Update cards.

An example of how this card should be filled out is on page 166 of the
Appendix. Check your card against the one given there and correct
yours if it needs it.

1.68

Answers for troubleshooting
question, page 147:

2, 4, 1, 3
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Handling Final Output

The distribution sheet illustrated below shows what should be done with
the final output from the Payroll Reports job.

Program # ,R5.2

DISTRIBUTION SHEET

3
4104/2-4-

Number of Copies

System ?a..4purel
File 247.44fil itvol-

Report Name
Deco!-
late Burst Bind

Route To:
Person and Dept

Special
Instructions

"P_ oe..e cka.- _34.400.4.60.

6)1 1
.

l'-'. 344/4f.gpoez

697, z
6r7 3 v D.074.4..zrotalt, Af.e.e..

Fig. 85 Distribution sheets for payroll
reports run.

On the basis of these distribution directions, what must be done to the
payroll report before the three copies are bound separately and sent
out? (Explain clearly and completely.)
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Did you know how to handle the three-part report ? (Check your explana-
tion using the answer given on page 167 of the Appendix. Correct your
description so that it is accurate and complete.)

You have now gone through some of the main steps involved in running
a job on a computer. If there were any places where you felt really
lost about what to do, go back and reread the part of this manual that
deals with the topic. Before going on to the next section, you should
feel fairly sure of the elements involved in computer operation.

RUNNING THE GRADING SYSTEM JOB -- ON THE COMPUTER

Introduction

You are now ready to run the Grading System job on your computer
system. Assume it is the second job to be run on your typical day
of June 16, 1972.

To get ready for your work, schedule a time for your run with your
teacher or computer operator, and review your notes in Part II on
running your system's equipment. Be certain you understand thoroughly
how to work with the input device appropriate for your Grading System
input (punched card reader, mark-sense card reader, or paper tape
punch) as well as your system's printer.

You should also carefully review the procedures for running your com-
puter's central processing unit, including how to prepare job control
statements for your FORTRAN NSORT program. Study the operator's
guide to your computer if you have any questions before you begin your
run.

Setting Up the Job

To begin the Grading System job, be sure you have your program and
data input at hand and that you understand what will be involved in the
job. A job-stream flowchart and a job set-up sheet for the Grading
System job are shown on_page 153 for your reference.
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1. Prepare the required job control statements for the run.
Consulting the operator's guide to your computer, your
computer operator or your teacher if you need help.

2. Set up the input and output devices for the job.

Running the Job

Now, you are ready to make your run.

152

1. Enter this job on the job log below. (Assume this is the
second job you are running on your typical day of June 16,
1972.)

Week

Day

JOB LOG
6-/3-7.2 A 6- /7 -7.2 Date 4-g-72
7/te4,1441.7

Start
Time System Name Program

Numbers
Application
Description

Time
Finished

8:4 .AmzApA 4s),Ass Isar
ba,Aerie-4. mss.

DLit..cv.,. F:4

M:10
/8 0 . It If " ll: a A

-__ *4

Fig. 86 Job log for June 16, 1972.
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2. Start your run.

3. If you have any equipment trouble, follow the correct
procedures for handling the problem. Enter the trouble
on the sample trouble log sheet below.

154

Date
Time
Operator

TROUBLE LOG

Location of Problem

Machine Identification

Description of Problem

Time C.E. Notified
Time Machine Fixed

Fig. 88 Trouble log for Grading System job.

4. If trouble occurs and you must run the job over, do so.
(Be sure to make a new entry for the run on your job log.)
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Documenting the Job and Handling Output

1. Complete your job log for the run.

2. Document any input or output you need to, by making tabbed
cards for card input, labelling any tape or disk output which
will be saved, and so forth.

3. Assume that the following distribution instructions came with
the other instruction sheets for this job. Follow the directions
given.

DISTRIBUTION SHEET

42

(/SoRr)

Number of Copies

Program 0
System 6/2000/NG SySTEM

File

Report Name
Decol-
late Burst Bind

Route To:
Person and Dept

Special
Instructions

TEST 6RADE L/ST

COPY L yeaA nr/tCNER

COO,/ .2 YOURSELF

Fig. 89 Distribution sheet for Grading System job.
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COMPLETED DAILY WORK SCHEDULE FOR PROBLEM 5, PAGE 101

DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

OPERATIONS UNIT

Term Fall
V)Vaeyek .4-.1.36 toa 1- 30

Date 1-17-7a

JOB DESCRIPTION RESCH. TIME DUE STD. RUN
SCHEDULED
PROC. HRS.

Attendance ReP0'1.5 9! 3o a.m. 4o "7;,-). 6
Comp; le - 4.z i yity Wepoir /Wort

1o:3o a .n,.

30 IVI; n

3O 11141.

5
5.Opiate SIrp/7 1"Wentery File

Senior elowiative- Grades Noon 0250,:n. .41

SIveleiir Address Zab15 Noon 54 n1;11. 9
Opiate 3 kly._7;iveniPry File 3: 30p.p.. eiONI:n. 1.6"

Compde. - 44.rard Girt 4: 34 " ,25.'";°- 4
L'brarzl_Fic 3: )?.,...

3: 30,..,.w.

9D .%n .

3o .11;A.

1.3
S'

_Odate
Profirammer 7;st Time

Tesi ?E. --irir.pitettt .Thregro(y 4: 36 e. Jon? ;It .

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZATION 7/1s 7

Sys-

.7

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 3

sm.
ADJUSTED MACHINE UTILIZATION

7.5
SCH. JOB NOT PROCESSED jlEASON DATE RESCIt
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON PAGE 109

1. What programs are needed for the run? (Give names and identifi-
cation numbers.)

/2 620-To 506241"

/43 - Pemir L48 LS P12oa-4.4,4

2. What medium are the programs on?

DISK PACK (# 00005.2)

3. What joh control cards are needed DECKS Al AAII) of

4. Describe any data card decks needed for the run, givii;; the name
of each.

AiAa./A)6 ism CA.eas-

5. What magnetic tapes are needed for the run. (Give names and num
numbers.)

Ci2,4721i Th Pe410'7

6. What disk packs arc needed for the run? (Give names and numbers.)

Dis Rick 54 d0005 017-11 Peag e/WS ir) No aTlerzS

7. Describe any special forms needed for this job. (Give names
and descriptions of forms.)

Al*ILING LA8EL Ic32iws n"AfittED (42x - .2 Acgd.r

0014 -01.y

178
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COMPLETED DAILY WORK SCHEDULE, FIG. 7S, PAGE 140

DAILY WORK SCHEDULE

OPERATIONS UNIT

Term SL/A4MER
Week aMEEECliar
Day i..=7.--
Date /6 72-

JOB DESCRIPTION RESCH. TIME DUE STD. RUN
SCHEDULED
PROC. HRS.

PAy Ro u_ 12 g Po 27 5 9:00 4M. CO 2. 0
G RAD/ AJ a. YysThrfri JO: 30 401 ID .

COMP/LE - Sew oa A 4SEiticEs 11: Do 4,4. 4 0 .3
TEST- FAG vi..7. y RE/bar/ 1LIG AVON 4o 7
Coolpac: SEA)/012 A aceuces A1601.) 40 .3
Com peTE-12 VT/ LI ZA-T/6 A./ AMON le) .

rt:'57- - ft4cuLry RE PO /2T/A/6- D:oo p..41. 4o .7
CLASS Z./ST 3 : ao AN. 80 1 .3

TES; - FA C l/ 1- r y WEPo2T/A1 1 : 30 pm. 40 .7

SCHEDULED MACHINE UTILIZATION 5.4
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR ^

Ti
ADJUSTED MACHINE UTILIZATION

5CH. JOB NOT PROCESSEQ g,QN DATE RESCK.

1.79 161
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS, PAGE 144

Preliminary Questions for Payroll Reports Job

1. What job control cards arc needed? (Give identification numbers.)

-7ft otc26, .2. 7
2. What punched card data is required to run the job? (Give names

and numbers.)

`6"/.7- Payroll 400la2k Cards-

3. What magnetic tapes must be found in the tape library? (Give
names and numbers. )

Po.groll /'fader 7.1/cv #421 acrd
&r ate/ tap #01,7

4. What disk packs are to be used? (Give names and numbers.)

hisk pack # /z96492

5. What data that is output on tape or disk pack during this run will
be saved at the end of the job? (Give identification number.)

Sorted ZWedel Aro§ Afasterratex
Adid_hedieli;), kke pAgkipi.zmu

G. What output forms are needed for the printer in this run? (Give
names and form descriptions.)

PAtbrieas ForstiGT air -y/) dital

180
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COMPLETE!) SET-UP DIAGRAM, FIG. 81, PAGE 145

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICESI INN T TO IIE 1.0. \ DE I)
ON DEVICE (Spi.ri NI

IN PUT TO 13E KEPT
READY (if :Irivl

Joh coAgeot CARDS °J.S.

PAyADLL uPave (Arita ard

300 CD/UIROL C4,20sff4g
3o6 coAirRo4 c.4RDS't27

.1
FMB

t_t-iA

.

4-

P4yRoLL AfitSALW
T.tpw a /al

sog4TcH riffle trog13

06/( 12/f e w 4 15111

0/3Ae PACteat /24'68.2

"Ion .C.-

4111?

ettEz K aogkili
is 3or

- -

STAIL/04120 azior/AJG.
PAPER. (3' AY)

153 - .
I

I

- -
-- _
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COMPLETED TROUBLE LOG, FIG. 83, PAGE 148

TROUBLE LOG

Date 6//6/TA Time C.E. Notified 9: /0 A.M.

Time 9:05 4.M. Time Machine Fixed /o:/0.9.A.
Operator A.F.

Location of Problem Cerro putt 'Roam.

Machine Identification DisizA44:it (1 900A) _

Description of Problem (6,4")u.(aue A4,04. noise_

d.orePte-5- /tom_ 462.i.e/f_
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COMPLETED JOB LOG, FIG. 82, PAGE 147

week

Day

JOB LOG
4 /3-7.2 It 6 X7-7.? Date 6-16-72

7714444.647

Start
Time System Name

Program
Numbers

.20.257,2-C2

Application
De ea on

`1,1-itix.IYA Fa

Time
Finished

ePos.8:45 Preee Arert4.
V :/to " .. II; o

._ --,-----

165
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COMPLETED TABBED CARD, FIG. 84, PAGE 149

PAy_aoLL u -
DATE CARDS

RUN DATE 6 116h 2_ PILE /3
CARD DESCRIPTION 1 4 n 4 apra..4i

OPERATOR A.1":.

184
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ANSWER TO DISTRIBUTION SHEET QUESTION, PAGE 150

"The report must be:
a) dccollated (that is, the carbons arc removed from

between the three copies), and
b) burst (that is, the pages of each copy are

separated at the perforated line)."

185
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APPENDIX 13

UNIT TEST

UNIT 3 -- THE ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Check the box(es) for the correct answer(s) below.

1. Which of the following specifications does the computer programmer
receive from the systems analyst?

a. The written analysis of an entire computer problem
b. The forms in which output will be produced
c. Complete operating procedures
d. The form in which data will be input to the computer
e. The forms of input and output to be used as well as

a description of the process needed to produce the
desired results

2. Which of the following describes the skills most necessary to
the computer programmer?

a. Thorough knowledge of key punching
b. The ability to write programs in all programming

languages
c. Complete knowledge of computer operation
d. The ability to analyze a problem and write a program

to solve it

3. Which of the following is not true about the education and training
required for computer programming?

a. A college degree is helpful.
b. On-the-job training is not available in most computer

centers.
c. No education is necessary for computer programming.
d. A college degree is essential.

1:3 e. Some training in computers and programming languages
is necessary.
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4. It is important that a person who wants to be a computer programmer

a. has a logical and objective mind
b. has the ability to understand number relationships and

arithmetic
c. has a highly creative mind
d. requires a great deal of supervision

5. Number the steps you see below showing the order in which a
programmer solves a computer problem.

Codes a program in a symbolic language
Tests the program for accurate results
Debugs the compiled program listing
Designs a flowchart of the problem
Documents the final program

6. The technique used to arrange steps of a problem in a specific
order is called

a. flowcharting
b. coding the program
c. debugging

7. The language which the computer understands and directly
communicates in is called

a. assembly language
b. symbolic programming language
c. machine language

8. Symbolic or "high-level" programming languages are

a. used by the computer just as they are
b. translated by the computer into machine language
c. translated by the computer into assembly language

9. FORTRAN can solve a problem in

a. complete sentences
b. machine language
c. numeric formulas or algebraic expressions
d. numbers and letters

2



10. Which of the following is a symbolic language used to learn
programming?

a. COBOL
b. BASIC
c. FORTRAN

11. Debugging a program is the process of

a. documenting all the results of running the program
b. finding and correcting all errors in the program
c. listing the program
d. writing the program

12. Tracing a program means

a.
0, b.

c
d
e

listing all program statements
writing a description of the program
checking step-by-step through the program logic
debugging the program cards or tape
flowcharting all the steps to a solution

13. Which of the following are points to check in the logic of a
program?

a. Correct flowcharting symbols
b. Step-by-step logical sequence in the solution
c. Correctly spelled words
d. Accurately defined input and output
e. Correctly coded processes

14. A successfully compiled program is one which is

a.
b.
c
a.

ready to be debugged
free of all errors
coded
ready to be run with the actual data to be used

15. Put the following debugging steps in sequence by numbering them
1 through 4.

The program is compiled.
Test run errors are corrected.
A test run is made.
Compile errors are corrected.
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16. Which of the following finally proves the reliability of a program?

a. Accurate results or output
b. A test run of the program
c. A compiled program

17. Which of the following documentations is the responsibility of the
computer programmer?

a. A computer operations manual
b. Information about how to run a program
c. A systems specification
d. General information about programs for computer center

records

18. Which of the following manuals tells a programmer about computer
equipment and software programs available?

a. An operating system manual
b. A programming language manual
c. A subroutine library reference guide
d. An "Introduction to Computers" manual

19. Check which of the following information might be found in a
programming language manual.

. a. "How to use paper tape"
b. "Elements of programming in BASIC"
c. "Reading data in FORTRAN"
d. "Arithmetic operations used in BASIC"
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION PLAN

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

"THE ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER CAREERS"

FY 1973

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S.W. Second Avenue /Lindsay Building

Portland, Oregon 97204
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Introduction

The Computer Technology Program (REACT) has developed, over the past

year, a course for high school students entitled "The Elements of Computer

Careers." It consists of seven manuals plus a User's Guide. Six of the

manuals each specifically describe a job area in the computer field; the

seventh is a general summary of opportunities the field.

The course is designed for optimum use in situations where computer hardware

is available for hands-on experience. The User's Guide, however, spells

out optional approaches for schools which have only a terminal or no hardware

at all.

In the 1972-73 school year, the course materials will be used in three different

environments as a field test. This document explains the evaluation design

whith will be used to glean information from these field tests. It is organized

into the following sections:

- Goals

- Sites

- Research Questions

- Measurement Techniques and Instrumentation

Analyses

191 1



Goals

The goals of the evaluation phase are three:

- Collect data of interest to potential users

- Supply potential publishers with valid documentation

Make final minor revisions in the materials

Sites

The course will be taught in three distinct field test settings:

a school with a computer center

a school with terminal access to a computer only

a school with no hardware

The field test is really three field tests - all data will be analyzed and

presented for each mode of instruction and in total. The technical report

will include a section with descriptive data on test site schools, courses,

and students. This data will be indicative of the degree to which the test

site schools represent the ultimate target population.

Research Questions

The questions which are to be answered are in two categories (with some

overlap) - information for potential users and publishers, and information

for the developers.

For Potential Users and Publishers

1. Do teachers find the course useful? Will they continue. to use it?

2. How long does the course rim in the different modes?

2
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3. What price will potential users pay for it?

4. How unique is the course? What does it compete with? How great

is the demand or need for it?

5. How much technical support is needed? How can this be reduced?

6. How do the students respond to the course?

7. How many students can be handled at one time in the different modes?

How self-instructional is the course? What level of training/competence

must the teacher have? What special orientation is required?

8. What particular strengths, uniqueness, value should be stressed in

disseminating the materials?

9, How satisfactory are the "compromise" modes? What unique features

does the course have in the three modes? How can the greatest

effectiveness be gained in each of the three modes?

For Developers

10. How well do students master the materials (post-test performance) in

each of the three modes of presentation?

11. Where are blocks, gaps, errors, rough spats, etc.?

12. What further information needs to be tncluded in the User's Guide?

13. How do the users (teachers and students) assess the style, format,

exercises, problems, laboratories, etc.?

14. Are the problems realistic? Too hard, too long, too many, too confusing?

15. What would make the course more interesting or valuable?
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Measurement Techniques and Instrumentation

The field tests are to be conducted with an absolute minumum of intervention

by Laboratory staff. Data collection instruments, therefore, must be largely

self-explanatory. Some baseline data can be collected (see Appendix A) during

the brief orientation and a post-field test interview will also be held. Tests

for achievement on the manuals themselves are built into the course.

Referring to the questions in the previous section, they will be answered at

least partially in these ways:

Question #1 Teacher questionnaire and interview

Question #2 Observation and log book kept on each student (see

sample in Appendix F)

Question #3 Interview with teachers, curriculum personnel, admini-

strators, and consultants

Question #4 Same as #3

Question #5 Log book kept at test site and trouble log of telephone

queries kept at the Laboratory (see sample in Appendix G)

Question #6 Observation and student and teacher questionnaire

Question #7 Observation, interview, log of teacher activity

Question #8 Observation, interview, questionnaire

Question #9 Same as #8

Question #10 Post-tests which are in the User's Guide (see sample in

Appendix B)
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Question #11 The students will be asked to write comments in the

manuals as they go. Also, a trouble log will be kept

(see sample in Appendix C)

Question #12 Questionnaire and/or interview with teachers during

and after the course (see sample in Appendix D)

Question #13 Questionnaire (see sample in Appendix E)

Question #14 Same as #13

Question #15 Same as #13 supplemented by interview with teacher

Analyses

All analyses will be done as a whole and separately for each mode of instruc-

tion. Test scores will be analyzed in this way:

- Differences in scores are computed between pre and post-tests to

show measures of growth.

- Post-test scores are scrutinized to see if performance objectives

are being met.

Item analyses are made to pinpoint areas needing attention. When

the mean performance for a group is below 80% for a particular

item, either the question or the content are revised as appropriate.

(See sample analyses in Appendix H)

Questionnaires, interview records, log ..books, and observations will be

analyzed in this way:

- Responses are summarized and categorized as much as possible.
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- The information is used in the revision process.

- A complete documentation of the experience and lessons of the field

test will be included4 in the Mal technical report.

The technical report will include all data, the documentation of the field

test, and recommendations for optimal use in the various modes.
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1. Name

APPENDIX A

STUDENT RECORD

2. Grade 3. Age

4. Approximate overall gradepoint average (C, C+, B, etc.)

5. What background have you had in computers? (What courses, any other
outside experience?)

6. What do you expect to learn from the course you are now in?

7. If you have any idea what you would like to be or do after high school,
please explain.



APPFNDIX 11

UNIT TEST

UNIT 5 -- THE ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

Check the box(es) for the correct answer(s) below.

1. Which of the following statements best describes systems
programming?

a. It has replaced applications programming.
b. It involves writing programs that tell the computer

how to process certain data to output certain results.
c. It is the kind of programming done in designing the

software of the computer system.
d. It is the kind of programming which uses only machine

language.

2. Which of the following tasks does the manufacturer's systems
programmer commonly do that is never done by the user's
systems programmer?

a. Make changes in the systems software
b. Engineer the systems hardware
c. Design the systems software
d. Know how to use the software of a system

3. Which of the following skills is not a requirement for a systems
programmer?

a. Ability to write programs in high level languages
b. Skill in programming in machine and assembly language
c. Skill in written and spoken communication
d. Ability to design elementary hardware for a system

4. Starting salaries for systems programmers are currently from

a. $550 to $600 a month
b. $600 to $675 a month
c. $675 to $750 a month
d. $750 to $1,000 a month
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5. The lowest-level programming language and the most difficult to
use for writing programs is

a. BASIC language
b. translator language
c. machine language
d. assembly language

6. What is the software of a computer system?

a. The wiring of the system
b. The input and output devices
c. The manuals and guides which explain how the system

operates
cl The internal programs which make the system operate

efficiently and automatically

7. Which of the following are not a part of systems software?

a. Translator programs
b. Applications programs
c. The supervisor
d. The operating system

8. An assembler is a translator program which translates

a. from assembly language into machine language
b. from assembly language into a high-level language
c. from machine language into assembly language
d. from a high-level language into machine language

9. A macro-instruction is

a. one instruction which must be translated into two or
more machine instructions

b. several instructions together which must be translated
into one machine-language instruction.

c. one instruction in any language which is used very
often

d. one instruction in any language which can be used to
mean many different things

2
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10. An operating system is which of the following?

(3 a. A computer system developed by the systems analyst
b. A systematic approach used by systems programmers

to design solutions to problems
c. A collection of programs which controls and coordinates

a computer system's operation
d. A central processing unit

11. Of the following software programs, which :s a part of the
operating system?

a. The supervisor
b. Input-output control programs
c. The program loader
d. All of the above are part of it

12,. Which of the following techniques are not ordinarily used by
systems programmers in their work?

a. Documentation techniques
b. Program debugging techniques
c. Flowcharting
d. None of these are used

13. The supervisor part of the operating system

a. coordinates the input and output of the system
b. monitors and controls all other programs in the

operating system
c. compiles applications programs
d. does none of the above

14. A compiler is a translator program which

a. converts assembly language into machine language
b. converts problem-oriented languages into machine

language
c. translates machine language into BASIC
d. translates assembly language into high-level languages
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15. Which of the following describes multiprogramming?

a. It is programming which requires two or more arithmetic -
logical units.

b. It is a kind of programming which uses several different
programming languages at one time.

c. It is the programming used by the operating system.
d. None of the above describes multiprogramming.

16. Which of the following best describes the program loader?

a. A program which supervises the reading in and storage
of programs

b. An input device used for loading programs
c. The switches on the computer's control panel
d. None of the above describes the program loader

17. Which of the programs in an operating system is the user's
systems programmer responsible for writing?

a. The utility program
b. The input-output control routine
c. All of the programs in the operating system
d. None of the programs in the operating system

18. Which of the following are written as guides to the user of systems
software?

a. Basic documentation
b. Reference manuals
c. Engineering specifications
d. Operation manuals

19. The first part of systems software to be developed is usually

a. the supervisor
b. the assembler
c. input-output control routines
d. There is no usual order.
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20. Following are the basic steps in developing systems software.
Show the order in which the steps usually take place by putting
the numbers .1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on the line beside the appropriate
step.

Test and debug the software system as a working whole
Document the components of the system
Test and debug the individual components of the soft-
ware system
Create the several parts of the operating system and
all required compilers
Determine exactly what programs are to be developed
for the software package
Teach trainers about the software system, so they can
conduct training sessions for users

21. Which of the following would be a routine part of the job of the
user's systems programmer?

Programming the systems software
Documenting the systems software
Decide what software to include in a system
Help other programmers to make the best use of
systems software
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APPENDIX C

TROUBLE LOG

When you have a problem with the Computer Careers
course, please fill out a Trouble Log form. Follow
these steps:

1. Try to solve the problem yourself or by using local
resources. Double-check your User's Guide or other
NWREL-supplied materials for the solution.

2. If you still need help, call the Computer Technology
Program at the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory in Portland Oregon (503-224-3650).

3. Fill out a Trouble Log form. Be as thorough as
possible. The form will be most helpful if it
helps us alleviate the problem in the future.

1
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TROUBLE LOG

(Please use this for any kind of problem which occurs in the operation of

the course)

1. Type of problem: Manual #

Hardware

Software

Scheduling

Other

2. Briefly describe the problem

3. Briefly tell how you responded to the problem

4. What do you suggest to alleviate this problem in the future?

Name

Date

(Use back for any further comments)

Student

Teacher

0-Other
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APPENDIX D

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

School Date

Please answer these questions relating to the course, "Elements of Computer
Careers," which you have field tested in your school. The number of respon-
dents will be small, so please answer carefully and completely.

1. Would you continue to use these materials if you had a course they
logically fit?

2. For what amount would you expect theft materials to sell?

How much would you be willing to pay for them if you were to use
them?

3. How unique do you consider these materials? Are there other comparable
courses you are familiar with? Do you think there is a heavy demand
for materials such as these?
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4. Not considering o%erhead costs (Leacher salary, room space, etc.),
what do you estimate it cost you to use these materials?

C

5. How many students completed the course in your school?

6. How many students do you feel you could have handled at one time i
this course?

7. How self-instructional was the course? What level of competence does
a teacher need to have? What special orientation does the teacher need?

2
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8. How much outside support (help, trouble-shooting) was required from
the Laboratory, etc.? How could this be reduced? Are there addi-
tional things you can mention that need to be in the User's Guide?

9. In the way you taught the course, how much time is appropriate (one
semester, one year, etc.)?

20 7
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10. How well did the students react to the materials? Comment.

11. Could you have effectively used the materials with no hardware (assuming
you had some hardware)? What do you think is needed in the line of
hardware to make the course most effective?

2C 8
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12. If you were selling the materials, what would you emphasize as strong
points, uniqueness, value, etc.?

13. How do you personally evaluate the materials (style, format, problems,
exercises), the teaching of the course, etc.? How could it be improved?
Comment freely; use the back if necessary.

QC9
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APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE

This form should be completed after finishing each manual and its test.
Remember that this manual is in an experimental stage, and any comments
you make will be helpful in making the manual better.

1. Name

2. Manual # 3. Date

4. What is your overall reaction to this manual (excellent, good, satisfactory,
poor, etc.)?

5. Did the manual teach what you expected or wanted to learn about the
subject? Explain

6. Was the level of difficulty of the content of the manual appropriate (too
easy, too hard, confusing, etc.)?

Were the problems and exercises appropriate (too easy, too hard, too
long, too confusing, etc.)?
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8. What would make this manual or the use of this manual more interesting
or better in some way?

9. Make other comments (either good or bad) about the manual (length, style
and format, illustrations, methods of presentation, appearance, etc.)

10. At this point in the course, do you have any suggestions for improving it?
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APPENDTX F

TIME LOG

IApproximate
Manual

Date
Started

Date
Finished

number of
days of Lab time during
study of this manual (on
computer, data prepar a-
tion, projects, etc.)

Approximate number of
days using outside re-
sources during study of
this manual (books, films,
speakers, field trips, etc.

#1
Data Preparation

#2
Computer Operation

#3
7. Computer Programming

#4
Systems Analysis

.,

#5
Systems Programming

#6
Computer Center
Management

#7
Computer Careers
in Perspective

Name
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APPENDIX G

TELEPHONE LOG

Test Site Calling

Name of Person Calling

Date

Name of Person Handling Call

1. Type of Problem Manual #
Hardware
Software
Scheduling
Other

2. Briefly Describe the Problem

3. What have site personnel already done to try to solve the problem?

4. Briefly tell how the problem was resolved

5. What is suggested to alleviate the problem in the future. Be thorough.
(Use back of sheet if necessary.)
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UNIT IV

QUESTION
NO. PRT

AP.71.7NZIX H

. ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS A:VAL PSIS

PRE -TEST POST -TEST
N = 7 N = 7

CORRECT CORRECT GAIN

1 0 0.0 2 28.6 28.6
2 1 143 6 85. 7 71.4
3 A 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
3 B 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
3 C 5 71.4 7 100.0 28.6
4 3 42.9 5 71.4 28.5
5 2 28.6 6 85.7 57.1
6 A 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
6 B 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
6 C 4 57.1 7 100.0 42.9
7 1 143 5 71.4 57.1
8 2 28.6 5 71.4 42.8
9 1 14.3 7 100.0 85.7

1 0 1 14.3 3 42.9 28.6
1 1 3 42.9 6 85.7 42.8
1 2 2 28.6 4 57.1 28.5
1 3 4 57.1 5 7 1.4 14.3
1 4 2 28.6 5 7 428
1 5 0 0.0 5 71 4 71.4
16 A 4 57.1 6 85. 7 28.6
16 B 4 57.1 7 100 42.9
16 C 5 71.4 6 85.7 143
17 0 0.0 5 71.4 714
18 2 28.6 4 57.1 28.5
19 0 0.0 4 57.1 57.1
20 2 28.6 5 71.4 428
21 A 5 71.4 7 100.0 28.6
21 B 4 57.1 6 85.7 28.6
21 C 5 71.4 6 85.7 143
22 1 14.3 4 57.1 42.8
2 5 1 0 0.0 3 42.9 42.9
2 5 2 0 0.0 4 57.1 57.1
2 5 3 0 0.0 3 42.9 429
2 5 4 0 0.0 3 42.9 42.9
25 5 1 14.3 6 85.7 71.4

32.65 74.68 42.03

PRE -TEST POST-TEST
N = 35 N = 35

STUDENT CORRECT 2 CORRECT x GAIN

1 16 4507 19
2 20 .57.1 32
3 11 31.4 29
4 0 040 - 18
5 17 48.6 32
6 7 20.0 30
7 9 25.7 23

32.64
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54.3 8.6
91.4 34.3
82.9 51.5
51.4 51.4
91.4 428
85.7 65.7
65.7 40.0

74.69 42.04


